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ABSTRACT

The primary aim of this thesis is to appreciate and make a space for freestyle rap in critical 
discourse, where it has been marginalised in favour of more visible aspects of rap-music 
and hip-hop. In making a space for freestyle this thesis has two parts. Part one contextu-
alises, defines and considers freestyle as a marginalised art-form that can be viewed as 
both central to hip-hop and an essential part of new creative fusions and sub-genres. In 
order to appreciate freestyle, it is vital for critics to revisit how freestyle specifically relates 
to concepts of orality, and expression without writing. It is also important for hip-hop schol-
ars to understand that the definition of freestyle is changing radically – from improvised to 
a kind of pre-written verse. 
 
 Part one frames part two - a critical edition of selected freestyle verses from local 
Melbourne based rap-artists – at a point where generally American creative product, 
commercial activities and agonistic practices dominate the conversation. Part two is a 
counterpoint to this dominant conversation, the local ciphers in the Melbourne under-
ground are upheld as a non-agonistic, openly collaborative verbal-arts movement. Four 
MCs or rappers have had their freestyles (improvised raps) recorded, transcribed and se-
lected for in depth analysis, annotation, for the purposes of explication. Much in the same 
way as the works of Shakespeare are published in heavily annotated critical editions, this 
booklet offers a sampling of such an approach – a self-conscious analogue. The freestyles 
studied are studied as if they were ‘poetry’ with all the literate implications that it (and ac-
ademic criticism) implies. As such the verse has been dropped into cultural and aesthetic 
intersections – between conventions of poetics involving technical classical terminology, 
oral traditions, and terminology of rappers, and of hip-hop. With a view to explicate and 
share the verbal arts of a very specific scene, a glossary has been provided, mixing defini-
tions from classical rhetoric and contemporary vernacular. 
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THE ASPIRATIONS OF FREESTYLE

Introduction: Joining the Cipher1

In 1997, when the famous American gangsta rapper Biggie Smalls2 died I was among many if not 
most Australians in being utterly oblivious to the fact. Rock and its related genres were still cultur-
ally dominant – there was no hip-hop, no rap on Triple J,3 which played mostly rock. Tony Mitchell, 
writing about the indigenisation of hip-hop in Australia in 2002, summarised that

There has been a continuing lack of acceptance of hip-hop in Australian mainstream culture, which perceives rap mu-
sic and breakdancing as belonging to a violent, African-American based youth subculture, and sees graffiti as a form 
of vandalism…Unlike the predominantly Anglo ‘Oz rock’, which by and large continues to espouse the more socially 
acceptable, normative white Australian values of the pub, sports and the backyard barbeque, hip-hop is seen as an 
outlaw culture.4

 
 In the late ‘90s, when posters for the ‘Planet of the Breaks’5 event would routinely pop up all 
over Fitzroy and Melbourne’s inner north, I had no ideas what ‘breaks’ were. I thought I knew what 
rap was – it was talking over a beat, with lots of swearing. And it was popular at school. Friends 
played me the rap-music they enjoyed: The Geto Boyz, The Wu-Tang Clan,6 2pac, Biggie Smalls, 
Ice T, Warren G.7 Approaching my final year of high school I was fortunate to be introduced to 
a scene that was a mixture of American, Australian and British artists - both underground and 
mainstream. In a short space of time an eclectic spectrum of conspiratorial, vatic, experimental, 
non-gangsta, anti-racist, political, global and simply fun music/lyrics were made known to me.8 In 
2001 I began writing and sharing raps. Because I thought of rap as delivering rhymes over a beat 
my initial attempts were rhythmically basic, lacking in what rappers call flow. I could come up with 
interesting concepts on paper but would discover that my verses jarred against the 4/4 beat that 
is a universal given for rap music. Spontaneously reciting, imitating and adlibbing rap verses and 
short rhymes allowed me to practice flow and build up a rhyme lexicon. Thus from the outset my 
rap-writing was mixed with freestyle sessions - improvised raps. These were often a combination of 
hastily scribbled lines read off the page and whatever rhymes I could come up with ‘off the top of 
the dome’ (hip-hop vernacular for head). 

 Enrolled as an English literature/poetry major, it never occurred to me that I could study 
rapping, let alone freestyle. I wasn’t aware of the existing critical discourse on rap and hip-hop. 
There were no courses about rap, or improvised poetry. And recording and writing about ciphers 
seemed out of scope with established discourses around the institution. The immediacy of free-
style has no comfortable place in well-worn habits of the classroom, or in the processes of formal 
academic composition, submission and assessment. I wasn’t looking for discursive space where 
academia and hip-hop might overlap. 

1. A cipher is a gathering of rappers, usually informally, for the purpose of sharing improvised and occasionally written 
verses. (Cf. Bynoe, Yvonne The Encyclopedia of Rap and Hip Hop) 
2. The gangsta rap sub-genre of rap grew in popularity in the late ‘90s to become the representative, mainstream rap-
music aesthetic. Within that gangsta rap culture certain figures, such as 2pac (aka Tupac Shakur) and Biggie Smalls (aka 
Christopher Wallace) achieved a semi-messianic popularity, especially after their deaths in 1996 and 1997 respectively. 
Gangsta rap-music broke records in album sales but by the new millennium this trend had fallen off (Shusterman/Mitch-
ell/Jazz and Rap quote?), with the exception of Dr. Dre’s (aka Andre Young) The Chronic 2001 (Death Row Records, 
2001), featuring Eminem, Snoop Dog, and other celebrity rappers. 
3. The Australian Broadcasting Corporation’s national youth broadcast network.
4. Mitchell, Tony, ‘Indigensing hip-hop: an Australian migrant youth culture’, Local Noise [online article],(2007) <http://
www.localnoise.net.au/site-directory/papers/indigensing-hip-hop-an-australian-migrant-youth-culture/> para. 6, ac-
cessed Sept 29th, 2013. 
5. ‘Planet of the Breaks’ was one of the few dedicated hip-hop events in Melbourne: held at the ‘Laundry Bar’, Fitzroy. 
The night was hosted by an early pioneer of hip-hop in Melbourne, Jason Perillino (aka DJ Peril) [Source – DJ Peril Inter-
view and web refs].
6. A friend knew every single member of the Killah Beez - the extended family of the world famous, Staten Island-based 
Wu-Tang clan and would list them. He would recite and provide a commentary – in effect, verbal annotations – and 
even transcribe lyrics from memory. He handwrote one such transcription with a gloss – explaining all the slang.  
7. I got hooked into rap through the narrative in Warren G’s famous track “Regulate”  - a narrative which was only 
made clear by a friend’s meticulous decoding of the song. The other half is the rhythm, with its bass (and synth) sam-
pled from Michael McDonald.    
8. Burgeoning in the Melbourne scene in the ensuing years were TZU, Curse ov Dialect, Music Vs Physics, True Live Vibe, 
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A Space for Freestyle

Freestyle so sounds like I writ it
Swear to god I didn’t
That’s off the top of the dome
I never fucking ever leave the microphone alone
       -MC Mooney9

This thesis aims to make a space for freestyle in the dominant discourses surrounding hip-hop, rap-
music, and poetics. It is divided into two parts: the first part of the study is an overview, considering 
freestyle as culture and craft. The second part consists of a close poetical analysis of local exam-
ples of freestyle rap verse in Melbourne. 

 Part one begins with a review of origins - contextualising freestyle in the story of hip-hop’s 
beginning in the Bronx. The focus is on how hip-hop, and as part of that culture, freestyle, grew out 
of agonistic (‘rocking and battling’) and participatory (party rockin’) practices. Together these 
aspects of hip-hop (however they have developed since the Bronx inception) constitute a deep 
involvement in the human lifeworld. 

 The term lifeworld comes from Walter J. Ong,10 who writes about the difference between 
literacy and orality: basically, the difference between cultures with writing and without.  
Ong identifies and makes several references to the idea that oral cultures without writing ‘keep 
knowledge embedded in the lifeworld’.11  This unique condition of knowledge in oral cultures is 
connected to agonism in verbal performance but also empathetic and participatory dynamics 
in thought and expression. Working through key ideas offered by Ong, in the second chapter I 
examine how oral thought and expression relates specifically to the post-literate orality of free-
style. Obviously hip-hop did not come about in a primary oral culture (that is, a culture with no 
knowledge of writing), and freestyle is as permeated by writing and specifically print-based (typo-
graphic12) culture as any urban art form.  However freestylers also tap into certain modes of ex-
pression that at least resemble what Ong terms psychodynamic qualities, which have persisted as 
a ‘residual orality’.13  

 The third chapter confronts a lack of consensus in defining the term freestyle, which feeds 
into an ongoing series of authenticity debates. In making space for a freestyle discourse, aware-
ness of authenticity debates help to clarify a way in which freestyle is a marginal practice, mar-
ginal even within hip-hop circles, and within the dominant criticism and debate foregrounding 
commercial and/or pre-written rap. This marginality of freestyle is the subject of the final chapter 
of part one.

 The marginality of freestyle means it is an underground practice. Part two is hence a look 
into where thriving local and online communities do provide space for freestyle. As a Melbourne 
based freestyler rapper, the only scene I can authentically represent is the familiar freestyle 
scene of Melbourne city and its inner suburbs. I have recorded, transcribed and annotated the 
improvised verses of a number of active Melbourne MCs, and from that body of work selected 
four verses for a critical edition. Their freestyles have been recorded in a variety of locations and 
contexts. My notes on the freestyle transcripts (with reference to Adam Bradley’s Book of Rhymes: 
The Poetics of Hip-hop14) discuss the poetics of freestyle, and in a final transcript, the performative 
aspects of the art form. Lastly, I have provided a glossary of both rhetorical terms and hip-hop 
vernacular or appropriated American street slang.  

Combat Wombat. TZU were getting plenty of rotation: open air summer time gigs. Often playing together with Curse ov 
Dialect – a global music hip-hop fusion. Music vs Physics had a DJ who hacked a mouse to play a synthed out version of 
the riff from Black Sabbath’s Iron Man. True Live and Combat Wombat’s Elf Tranzporter were key in the development of 
the scene through their event Phat Logic: an open mic event held at the Evelyn pub on Brunswick St, Melbourne. 
9. MC Mooney aka Joe Mooney, recorded on April 9th, 2012 at Whole Lotta Love Bar in Brunwick East, Melbourne.
10. In his book Orality and Literacy, 2nd Ed, Routledge, NY, 2002. 
11. Ibid. p.43
12. Another term from Ong. 
13. Ong refers to a residual orality frequently.  p.41, pp.151-152
14. Basic Books, NY 2009 
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Part I: Contexts of Freestyle

Bronx Beginnings 

…hip-hop “jes grew” in the damaged, insecure city of my youth, and neither poverty nor indifference nor racism could 
stop it. In fact, to some degree all those things helped it grow.  – Nelson George, Yes Yes Y’all15 

Hip-hop, rap and freestyle share an origin story, which has through various means and media 
become legend. From a number of works that pay homage to this origin story, the book Yes Yes 
Y’all by Jim Fricke and Charlie Ahearn16 stands out as unique. It has a subheading: Oral History of 
Hip-Hop’s First Decade and is a distillation of the origins of a culture incorporating B-boying (break-
dancing), Graffing (graffiti art), DJing (turnatablism) and MCing (rapping) that flourished in the 
Bronx, New York – made up entirely of interviews with the pioneers of hip-hop.  

 New York in the ‘60s and ‘70s was a picture of urban decay: postwar white flight and Mo-
se’s Cross Bronx Express-way had left the Bronx broken. Gangs formed and violence increased. 
According to the original b-boys, and writers, gang membership or affiliation was the norm for 
young people. Nelson George, author of Hip-hop America, explains in his introduction to yes yes 
y’all: 
The lack of employment for minority youth made gang culture and, later, hip-hop posses (where kids could be DJs, 
MCs, dancers, graffiti artists, or security guards) quite attractive. Much as the lawlessness of the prohibition era aided the 
development of jazz, the lackadaisical criminal enforcement policies of the ‘70s encouraged the experimentation that 
was eventually organised into the hip-hop industry.17

 Through interviews, yes yes y’all charts the experimentation that gave rise to hip-hop’s dis-
tinct yet collectivised elements.  The experiments shared the geographical, social and economic 
contexts18 of various South Bronx neighbourhoods: conditions that were conducive to a scene that 
spoke to both a battle culture and a party culture. 
Hip-hop culture rose out of the gang-dominated street culture, and aspects of the gangs are still defining features of 
hip-hop – particularly territorialism and the tradition of battling. As hip-hop grew in the ‘70s, prominent DJs claimed spe-
cific territories as their own, and “crews” that derived either directly or in spirit from street gangs guarded the DJs, their 
equipment, and their territories.19 

 The consensus among the early writers and b-boys interviewed is that hip-hop started with 
b-boying (which was called ‘b-beat music’ before the coinage of ‘hip-hop), and b-boying could 
be traced back to the outlaw gangs of the late ‘60s ‘70s. It developed as an extension of and 
then a reaction to the gang warfare, and as a discovery of a new sound, music and party culture. 
Alien Ness (aka Kid Ness) of the Rock Steady Crew (a famous crew of break dancers) explains:
They were the original b-boys, and it was part of their war dances. That’s why the competitive level is always going to 
be there with the b-boy. It’s not just entertainment and flash; there is a competitive level, and that comes from its true 
essence and its roots, from the competitive levels of the outlaws.20

 What was originally called rocking21 is now called battling. Intriguingly both terms, which 
began as break dance related, also came to refer to rapping and competitive rapping. Gangs 
had dancers to represent them in nonviolent battles, breakdancing on the street, which eventual-
ly found its way onto the dancefloor at parties. The territorialism and agonistic dynamic influenced 
the graffiti writers too, who would vie for how many tags they could get up on the trains that went 
uptown. But the combative expression of the b-boys and one-upmanship of the writers was mixed 
with a musical culture, which fed into a party culture. The war dances weren’t happening in si-
lence, gangs would steal power and play records.22 In fact hip-hop is a culture of vinyl – ‘wax’23  is 
its raw material, the DJ its transmuting alchemist.  

15. Fricke, Jim, and Charlie Ahearn, Yes Yes Y’all, da capo Press, 2002. p. i
16. Ahearn is famous for his film/documentary Wild Style which inspired local appropriations of hip-hop worldwide. 
(Cf. Wild Style, 3DD Entertainment,1982.)
17. Nelson George in Fricke, p.ix
18. Discussed at length by Trica Rose, Nelson George, Murray Forman, Erik Dyson, George Lipsitz and many others. 
19. Fricke, p.3
20. Fricke, p.9
21. Cf. Burn in Fricke, p.8
22. Fricke, p.45
23. A popular term for records in musical and especially hip-hop vernacular.
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 Chronologically DJing manifested as an art after breaking and writing were already well es-
tablished – and at the time dancing in general was the focus (even in downtown NY) of the party. 
David Toop provides an overview of how
It was a DJ style which helped create the lifestyle which came to be known as hip hop. [disco era disco jocks in clubs 
were most concerned with the blend between one record or the next … at its best this could continually alter the mood 
on the dancefloor without breaking the flow. At its worst the technique could turn the night into one long and inevitably 
boring song.] In The Bronx, however, the important part of the record was the break – the part of a tune in which the 
drums take over.  …. That was when the dancers flew [my italics] and DJs began cutting between the same few bars on 
two turntables, extending the break into an instrumental. One copy of a record – forget it.24

 Like b-boying and writing, this DJ style developed in the Bronx. Three iconic figures in hip-
hop: Kool DJ Herc aka Clive Campbell, Afrika Bambaataa, and Grandmaster Flash aka Joseph 
Saddler are credited with the most fundamental and innovative contribution to the music and the 
culture. Along with other DJs, Herc, Bam and Flash (for short) countered the lack of an affordable 
and all-ages art and dance scene by setting up in community centres, school gymnasiums and 
outdoors on the street. Afrika Bambaataa, once a member of The Black Spades gang, founded 
the Zulu nation, an organisation that aimed to stop the violence and the gang warfare, which 
also seized upon hip-hop as an alternative to that warfare.  He relates the basic conditions in 
which the DJ, in addition to musical tastes, had to be generally resourceful: 
I started DJ-in’ in 1970. Not with the two turntables and the mixers: you went and got your mother’s set or your father’s 
set, and you would come down to a recreation center, you would put up your speakers and turntable… You had one 
guy that was set up on this side of the room, and I was set up on another side. We had a flashlight … when his record 
was going down low, he would flash at me, and that would give me time to put on “Stand” by Sly and the Family Stone. 
And that’s how we started DJ-in’ back and forth, before they came with the two turntables and a mixer.25

 The music of the time was disco, but as (the seemingly ironically named) DJ Disco Wiz re-
calls ‘we wasn’t feeling it. It wasn’t for us.’26 Hip-hop started to form by tapping into this vibe – by 
giving the b-boys and b-girls, the predominantly Black and Puerto Rican youth of the Bronx, what 
they wanted.27  
 I had heard a lot of gripe on the dance floor. “Why is this guy not playin’ this music? Why’s he …you know, F-in up?” 
And I was agreeing with them. So I took that attitude behind the turntable, giving the people on the floor what they 
were supposed to be hearing. … so I was the guy who kind of resurrected the music again, on the West Side, a place 
called 1520 Sedgewick Avenue. 197328

 As this party culture developed, Flash started DJing in the South Bronx, and his contribution 
was ‘to cut it up’: ingeniously developing technology to enable an endless loop of the break on 
records described by Toop above. Cutting back and forth set an essential principle of repetition 
into the music, but obliquely the concept of the endless loop has been hugely influential, an aes-
thetic as well as a trope featured in rap, dance, film and art in general. 

 Collectively the efforts, entrepreneurial, innovative, and community minded alike, of Herc, 
Bam and Flash operated in a party scene, in which the battling break dance crews were often 
central.  The parties and club nights (described in yes yes y’all…) they organised and inspired 
provided the space for the development of rapping. While this story has been told many times 
before, and is what Tim Brennan might call a ‘patient and obligatory march through the universal 
features of the form’29, the story of rap and hip-hop still yields up new twists. Danny Hoch, in Jeff 
Chang’s Total Chaos,30 locating rap’s roots in Rumba, Pueto Rican Plena, southern blues and Ja-
maican Toasting, battles, the griot (West African bards), the storyteller, as well as the NYC Board of 
Education’s implementation of ‘an unofficial curriculum of limericks’: 

24. Toop, David. Rap attack 3: African rap to global hip hop. No. 3. Serpents Tail, London 2000, p.14 
25. Fricke, p.44
26. Fricke, p.45
27. Toop writes extensively about the change from disco DJing, which alienated portions of Bronx youth, to the begin-
nings of hip-hop DJing. Toop, p.ix
28. Fricke, pp. 25-26. Kool DJ Herc referring to his first party, held August 11th, 1973. As a result of this and subsequent par-
ties at the 1520 Sedgewick Ave location, the highrise in Morris Heights, The Bronx, is widely considered the ‘birthplace of 
hip-hop’ (Cf. Chang, Jeff. Can’t stop won’t stop: A history of the hip-hop generation, Macmillan, 2006).
29. Brennan, Tim Off the Gangsta Tip: A Rap Appreciation, or Forgetting about Los Angeles, Critical Inquiry, Vol. 20, No.4 
(Summer, 1994), p.675
30. Hoch, Danny ‘Towards a Hip-Hop Aesthetic’ in Jeff Chang (ed.), Total Chaos: The Art and Aesthetics of Hip-Hop, 
BasicCivitas, NY, 2006, p.353
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Well, Scottish limericks are pretty boring. But they sure are catchy. Problem was, “There once was a lad from Gylwynny, 
who sold his poor sheep for a penny…” ain’t got nothing to do with what’s happening in the South Bronx in 1974. So 
young people appropriated limericks and made them about their own experiences…31

 The MCs originally served as MCs in the sense of Master of Ceremonies; throughout the 
night they introduced the DJs and took over the role of making announcements. However as 
Grandmaster Caz recalls, once again a sense of competitive one-upmanship pushed the MC be-
yond that role to that of a hype-man, who consistently engaged the crowd verbally and lyrically. 

When I started out as a DJ, MC-in’ hadn’t been formulated yet. The microphone was just used for making announce-
ments, like when the next party was gonna be, or people’s moms would come to the party lookin’ for them, and you 
have to announce it on the mic. … different DJs started embellishing what they were saying…I would make an an-
nouncement this way, and somebody would hear me, and then they’d go to their party and they add a little twist to it. 
Then somebody would hear that and they add a little bit to it, I’d hear it again and take it a little step further ‘til it turned 
from lines to sentences to paragraphs to verses to rhymes.32

The focus was starting to shift back from the break dancing on the floor to the stage, as the MC 
became the Microphone Controller.33 

 Herc, Bam, Flash and others were sensitive to the specific needs of their audience and 
community (for the break beat, or for loud funky bass, for example). The earliest MCs had learned 
from those DJs, and also others such as DJ Hollywood, who would get the crowd chanting and 
screaming.  Thus the MC’s early raps, were party raps – geared toward a participatory, mass 
engagement. These initial (and presumably improvisatory) chants developed into a culture of 
writing rhymes. The chants remained but were interspersed with premeditated or prewritten cou-
plets, clever punchlines, descriptive of a party atmosphere and humourous. For example, in his 
meticulous study of early hip-hop records Toop discusses a rare bootleg – Live Convention ‘8234  
– on which he discovers ‘a five-minute 27-second rap which uses the first six bars of ‘Do the funky 
Penguin’ cut together by Grand Wizard Theodore’. A characteristic example of non-stop party 
rap, the lyrics in Live Convention are focused mainly on the DJ and the dancers‘in the house’.  The 
rhymes are basic, but inclusive, and infectious for their repetition.    
Because the people in the back – you ain’t the wack
But – don’t stop that body rock)
The people in the middle, let me see you wiggle
(but don’t stop that body rock)
The people on the side – let’s ride
(but don’t stop that body rock)
The girls in the rear, you come up here
(but don’t stop that body rock)
Young lady in blue, I’m talking to you
(but don’t stop that body rock)
Young lady in the brown, you know you’re down
(don’t stop that body rock)
Young lady in green, you’re looking real clean35 

 Recorded at the Bronx nightclub, T-Connection these chanting raps by MCs Ruby D, Kevie 
Kev, Master Ross, Busy Bee, and AJ continue on relentlessly. More than anything, the bulk of the 
rhymes on Live Convention ’82 function as an encomium: the MCs singing the praises of Grand 
Wizard Theodore. Note that this is only one of several instances where the Thedore’s MCs rap in 
chorus – their performance is a set piece, made up of rehearsed formulas. The more rhymes writ-
ten and memorised by MCs in these feats of verbal stamina, the more options they had in re-
combining those rhymes. But improvising was also a vital part, many would say a defining part, of 
being an MC. The lines above are not directed at imagined ladies in blue, brown and green: this is 
an example of early freestyle.  

31. Ibid. p.353
32. Fricke, p.79. Grandmaster Caz aka Curtis Brown, MC and DJ of Mighty Force and the Cold Crush Brothers (cf. xiii).
33. The acronym can be read in various ways, most commonly: Microphone Controller, Move(r) (of) Crowds, and Master 
of Ceremonies (Cf. Fricke, p.29 and for a closer examination, William Jelani Cobb’s To the Break of Dawn: A Freestyle on 
the Hip Hop Aesthetic, New York University Press, 2007, p. 8).
34. Disco Wax Records, 1982. (Cf. DJ Grand Wizard TheodoreLive Convention ‘82 (Side A)[sound recording], 
Mr.Incognito, 2013, <http://www.whosampled.com/Live-Convention-’82-(Side-A)/DJ-Grand-Wizard-Theodore/> 
accessed Oct. 1st 2013.)
35.Toop p.67
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 While MCing and DJing was about rocking crowds, battle culture was always a part of the 
cultural artistic mix, and MC battles or contests were staged, as they are still, in popular nightclubs. 
Like the b-boys and b-girls on the dancefloor, the MCs would often face off in crews. As individual 
MCs became crowd favourites, the scene was set for change. One famous battle, Kool Moe Dee 
vs. Busy Bee Starski, is particularly noteworthy in the history of MCing for transforming the nature of 
competitive rapping itself. Busy Bee Starski, favoured to win, was defeated at the Harlem World 
nightclub when his opponent unleashed a barrage of personal attacks.  When interviewed for the 
televised biopic series, Unsung,36 Kool Moe Dee explains how his victory   
changed the paradigm of battle, because battle before that – your group goes, this group goes and people clap or 
say yay and nay, but you just do your routines. [The battle with Starski] was the beginning of ‘I’m talking about you’.37 

 This was not a straightforward transition from participation to verbal attacks – battling and 
partying are very closely intertwined in the history of hip-hop, and in the culture as it persists cur-
rently. A non-violent, artistic face-off is not a conflict but rather collaboration. On the street, bore-
dom is defeated and self-expression proliferated through the music and the scene surrounding the 
music. 

 From dance battles to street parties, the agonistic, empathic, and participatory mix of 
practices in which freestyle is grounded are collectively drawn from and contribute to the human 
lifeworld. My usage of the lifeworld has been influenced by the evocative quality of the word 
itself – I use it as an incorporating term which includes other aspects of oral thought and expres-
sion – in addition to agonism, empathy and participation, there is also what Ong identifies as the 
situational (rather than abstract) aspect, and the homeostatic aspect. Understood as a rich, col-
lective term in this way, the deep involvement in the human lifeworld is evident in every aspect of 
hip-hop – every artistic or creative element has its origins in or continues to reinforce the relevance 
of people and place. All the regions of the Bronx, Harlem, New Jersey, the projects and clubs, the 
graffiti everywhere, the block parties are what Nelson George calls ‘hip-hop’s original school’, and 
‘a time and a place and a people that you should know about and that I, happily, cannot for-
get.’38.

2 The Orality of Freestyle 
 
Any discussion that asks whether rap is oral poetry must begin, and perhaps end, with freestyling. 39.

The many intriguing connections that link hip-hop as a culture, and rap music as a genre, with 
African and African-American oral traditions, have been an extensive subject of critical discussion. 
Whether woven in one all-encompassing narrative by David Toop in Rap Attack, fused with tech-
nology and postliterate orality by Rose, investigated with reference to specific practices such as in 
Elijah Wald’s history of the dozens, the orality of rap is indisputable. 

 In the third chapter of his book, Orality and Literacy, Ong discusses the way people in 
cultures with no knowledge of writing think and express themselves. He proposes several different 
kinds of ‘oral psychodynamics’ – that is, the way thought and knowledge is structured and ex-
pressed. His list of these various characteristics of oral thought and expression is as follows: it tends 
to be ‘(i) Additive rather than subordinative’; ‘(ii) Aggregative rather than analytic’; ‘(iii) Redun-
dant or copious’; ‘(iv) Conservative or traditionalist’; ‘(v) Close to the human lifeworld’; ‘(vi) Ago-
nistically toned’; ‘(vii) Empathic or participatory rather than objectively distanced’; ‘(viii) Homeo-
static’ and ‘(ix) Situational rather than abstract’.40 

 Despite the shift from orality to literacy, and then from a chirographic (writing) to a typo-
graphic (print media) culture, the tenacity of orality persisted as recently as the nineteenth cen-

36. ‘Unsung: Kool Moe Dee’, A. Smith & Co. Productions, TV One, Jul. 30th, 2012 (USA)
37. Ibid.
38. Fricke, p.x
39. Pihel, Erik. “A Furified Freestyle: Homer and Hip Hop.” Oral Tradition 11, no. 2 (1996): 249-269. p.252
40. Ong, pp.37, 38, 39, 41, 42, 43, 45, 46, 49. 
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tury.41 Some, if not all of these aspects of oral psychodynamics are still residually present in (or at 
least relevant in the consideration of) contemporary speech acts such as storytelling, conversing, 
and rapping. Ong qualifies his ‘inventory’ as suggestions, aimed to promote discussion.42 Likewise, 
in order to better appreciate freestyle and in other ways, hip-hop aesthetics more generally, I 
apply Ong’s oral psychodynamics to freestyle in a suggestive, rather than definitive sense. Of the 
eight key points that Ong makes, some relate more to technical aspects of freestyle, some to the 
cultural aspects.  

(i) Additive rather than subordinative

Oral language is more additive than written language – it tends to use less subordinate clauses 
and only one conjunction. For example, an old school rap might sound like this: and you don’t 
stop, and you keep on, and we rock the house, and this is how we do it. Additive patterning 
serves the speaker, and the rapper/freestyler as a base-level system for introducing new clauses. 
In regards to the demands on coming up with boasts, narratives, observations in rhyme - freestylers 
don’t have the luxury of sounding completely natural by using subordinative clauses. One im-
age must flow on from another without any conscious energy directed to function words such as 
‘which’, ‘therefore’, ‘yet’, ‘because’. Freestylers do vary their conjunctions, but not with the regu-
larity found in writing or even ordinary speech. 

(ii) Aggregative rather than analytic

Oral thought and expression is more aggregative than written thought and expression. Ong writes 
that 

The elements of orally based thought and expression tend to be not so much simple integers as clusters of integers, such 
as parallel terms or phrases or clauses, antithetical terms or phrases or clauses, epithets.43 

Ong provides the example that ‘brave soldier’ is preferable in formal oral discourse to simply 
‘soldier’. Where this ‘aggregative weight’ comes into freestyle lyrics is when the rapper performs 
shout outs - mentioning the names of people and places, formulaic descriptions, and colloquial 
aggregations. For example, the ritualistic inclusiveness of the party rappers generated and reem-
phasised aggregative habits. Some are still fairly common: to contextualise a call out with ‘in the 
house’ - the shout out ‘ladies in the house’ instead of simply ‘ladies’; ‘party people’ instead of just 
‘people’; ‘dope rhymes’ instead of ‘rhymes’; ‘crazy mothafuka’ instead of just ‘mothafuka’. More 
generally the convention of all hip-hop artists having an alias, being ‘larger than life’ and the fact 
that many names are in fact titles and epithets also hints at aggreagative qualities. Originally tiles 
such as Grandmaster Flash, Grand Wizard Theodore, Chief Rocker Busy Bee were the fashion, but 
epithets have continued to be prominent up to the present: The Notorious B.I.G., The Infamous 
Mobb Deep, Stoupe the Enemy of Mankind, 44 Icon the Verbal Hologram, Sage Francis, and lo-
cally Elf Tranzporter, for example.Further, while not all rappers have multiple aliases, those that 
do are not infrequently addressed by clustering their alter egos together for instance introducing 
Ghostface Killah as “Ghostface Killah, Tony Starks”,45 his full title as it were.

(iii) Redundant or copious

Oral expression tends toward the redundant or copious. ‘Thought requires some sort of continu-
ity,’46 Ong posits, while writing establishes that continuity outside the mind, no such externalisa-
tion is possible in oral cultures. One can read back over written text, but in oral discourse ‘There 

41. Ong, pp.113-4
42. Ong, p.36
43. Ong, p.38
44. Stoupe the Enemy of Mankind (aka Kevin Baldwin) is interestingly not an MC, but a producer. Together with Icon the 
Verbal Hologram (aka Vinnie Paz aka Vincenzo Luvineri), part of the underground hip-hop group Jedi Mind Tricks, their 
names are some of the most memorable, in a genre where fabulous alter egos are commonplace.
45. Ghostface Killah (aka Dennis Coles) is a founding member of the WuTang Clain, who are famous for having names 
inspired from pop cultural media such as comics and kung-fu films. 
46. Ong P.38
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is nothing to backloop into outside the mind, for the oral utterance has vanished as soon as it is 
uttered.’47 Note that the typographic context of rap does not negate the facts of orality here. 
Spontaneously improvising, a freestyler also has nothing external to backloop on, as if they were 
suddenly in a primary oral culture. Even looking at writing mid-freestyle is as likely to create new 
tangents and/or hindering distractions each time it is read. Thus the freestyler frequently back-
loops, a process that describes below,  
Hence the mind must move ahead more slowly, keeping close to the focus of attention much of what it has already 
dealt with. Redundancy, repetition of the just-said, keeps both speaker and listener surely on track48

 This backlooping is an utterly critical practice to freestyle, although freestylers might aspire 
to overcome the need. Maintaining a constant flow of consonants and rhyming syllables requires 
attention which can be put off by any number of things, such as the evocative potential of a 
word, or the desire to pursue a particular topic. The stream of consciousness or thought-flow of 
freestyle, often involves micro narratives or micro topics, lasting four bars or even less: challenges 
like this often trigger backlooping, as will be evidenced in the transcribed freestyles discussed lat-
er. However backlooping is not a taint on the art form; the other function of redundancy ensures 
that the listener has heard, listened to, and understood the content of the freestyle. Freestyles, 
like raps, have messages to deliver, extended imagery and metaphors to present. Considering 
the swift delivery of accomplished freestylers, frequently backlooped words and phrases (such as 
fillers) don’t semantically linger – at what point backlooping becomes tiresome is naturally subjec-
tive, but I propose that even near-constant phrasal repetition can be successfully worked with 
various poetic expression to please and engage. 

(iv) Conservative or Traditionalist

Oral thought and expression is conservative or traditionalist. Ong writes about oral societies need-
ing to invest great time and energy in saying over and over again what has been learned ardu-
ously over the years.’49 This is not specifically the case for rap and freestyle – art forms which have 
been able to lyrically remix and allude to a wealth of information (largely pop cultural and ver-
nacular) stored outside the mind.  And yet the longevity of clichés for instance suggests that as a 
vestigial aspect of contemporary speech culture, conservatism is still an identifiable influence on 
expression in typographic society. Freestyle admittedly may be rich in clichés however this should 
be ascribed to a homeostatic impulse (discussed later) rather than a tradition that shies away 
from experimentation.50  Freestyle is experimentation, particularly in its underground manifesta-
tions, and is almost wasteful in its semantic effusiveness, and thus nonsensical to the traditionalist. 

(v) Close to the human lifeworld

Ong writes that knowledge in oral societies is structured within the human lifeworld, and
In the absence of elaborate analytic categories that depend on writing* to structure knowledge at a distance from 
lived experience, oral cultures must conceptualize and verbalize all their knowledge with more or less close reference 
to the human lifeworld, assimilating the alien, objective world to the more immediate, familiar interaction of human be-
ings.51 

Like the rapper, the freestyling MC knows that lyrics that incorporate temporal information will 
generally garner more ‘love’ from an audience than lyrics that explicate an obscure or unpopular 
topic. The latter content may greatly impress much of the crowd, but for a broad emotional re-
sponse, allusions to highly current popular media, shared experiences and difficulties, what some-
one is doing/wearing are a fundamental aspect of MCing. 

 Stretching back well before the pioneers in the Bronx, human struggle and human partici-
pation are the measures, the consensual patterns of artistic achievement. While the ‘immediate, 

47. Ong p.39
48. Ong, p.40
49. Ong, pp.40-41
50. Ong, p.41. Ong writes that a highly traditionalist or conservative set of mind …with good reason inhibits intellectual 
experimentation. 
51. Ong, p,43
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familiar interaction of human beings’ that constitutes a lifeworld’s hold over knowledge could be 
considered suspect in such a heavily mediated age as the present, the street vignette, the local 
narrative and similar biographical flourishes have become conventional in hip-hop writing.52 Wil-
liam Cobb’s streetball vs. NBA analogy for freestyle vs. pre-written raps53 exemplifies how a pas-
sionate hip-hop enthusiast can describe practices in terms of other practices, always keeping the 
discourse as close as possible to a totalising human agency.

As a term incorporating the consensual patterns of struggle and participation the human lifeworld 
is intuitively relevant and critical to verbal art forms like freestyle, which is usually encapsulated 
within an urban culture, hip-hop. Marc Azard, who in 2005 contributed to making space for free-
style (with his thesis, Freestyle as a Credible Discourse54) quotes KRS-One’s  ‘9 Elements’,55 a track 
listing the fundamental practices that make up a hip-hop consciousness. In addition to the four 
traditional elements of hip-hop, KRS adds another five, which are: beatboxing; street fashion, 
lookin’ fly; street language; street knowledge; and street entrepreneur realism.56  Even without di-
gressing to explicate these terms, the lifeworld connection is clear: concepts are wedded with the 
street, and the ‘immediate, familiar interaction of human beings’.   

(vi) Agonistically toned

The interaction of people in a lifeworld can be combative, competitive, agonistic – contextualised 
by battles and rivalries. Like b-boying, and the sound system contests between rival DJs, freestyling 
also has roots in a defining agonistic tradition. According to Ong, this agonism is characteristic of 
oral cultures generally which, ‘By keeping knowledge embedded in the human lifeworld, … situ-
ates knowledge within a context of struggle.’57

 The prime cultural export of rap is, broadly speaking, an inclination toward violent adoles-
cent male fantasies, and the representative agonistic form of rap is the rap battle. 
Recently, freestyle rap’s importance in the rap battle has shifted- once central, it is now incidental 
to the most promoted and popularised form of battle rap. 

 As rap battle culture shifted from who could rock the crowd more (with pre-scripted rou-
tines) to personal vituperative attacks, hip-hop as a genre and rap as a medium has only grown, 
and egos along with it. Freestyle battles at some point in recent years have failed to satisfy, which 
has meant there is more pressure to have some pre-written punchlines ready to deliver. ‘Spitting 
writtens’,58 or delivering rehearsed raps, has gone from being the (frowned upon) exception to the 
rule. Rap Battle leagues like JumpOff, Grind Time Now, King of the Dot, Don’t Flop and Got Beef? 
have sprung up around the world, unashamedly announcing that their format is designed around 
carefully researched and rehearsed disses (insults), not off-the-head freestyles.59 
 From mid-2000 the rise of these prescripted, acapella battle rap leagues could be analo-
gised as a shift from freestyle boxing to calculated and planned character assassination.60 Wald 
retraces how the release of Rapper’s Delight (Sugar Hill 1979), made space for the latent presence 
of the dozens tradition to manifest in freestyle battles.61 The battle judged by hundreds and thou-
sands of virtual spectators has taken that space away, or more accurately, reduced its relevance 
and visibility. As a freestyle’s link to the agonistic qualities that Ong details has been displaced and 

52. For example see the introductions and prefaces in Bradley, Book of Rhymes: The Poetics of Hip Hop; Trica Rose’s 
Black Noise, Nelson George’s Hip Hop America; William Jelani Cobb’s To the Break of Dawn, and Jooyoung Lee’s pa-
per, Escaping Embarrassment: Face-work in the Rap Cipher [q.v])
53. In Cobb, p.83 
54. The full reference and title: Azard, Marc G., “Freestyle, A True M.C.’s Trait, and When You Do It Ill, Niggas Respect if as 
Great”: The Study of Freestyle as a Credible Discourse, Master of Arts (English), December, 2005. 
55. Kristyles, Koch Records, 2003.  Lawrence Krisna Parker, aka Teacha: KRS-ONE stands for Knowledge Reigns Supreme 
Over Nearly Everyone. He is widely regarded as one of hip-hop’s great teachers.
56. Azard, pp.4-5
57. Ong, pp.43-44
58. In hip-hop vernacular,  rapping written rhymes
59 Cf. an interview with the founder of Got Beef? Battles, Garry McComasky: Morrison, Lisa. ‘Got Beef? Battles – Austral-
ia’s Most Viewed Rap Battle League’,Musicfeeds [webpage], (21st February, 2012) < http://musicfeeds.com.au/culture/
got-beef-battles-australias-most-viewed-rap-battle-league/>, para. 28 accessed 7th October, 2013. 
60. This is the personal assessment of Hugo, an MC whose freestyles I have transcribed and annotated in part two of the 
this thesis.
61. Wald, p.185
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is currently tenuous. However agonistically toned, and genuine freestyles will not disappear over-
night, that freestyles are agonistic is still a core cultural assumption, as Wald’s recent comparison 
of freestyling with the dozens demonstrates. Informal battling between friends or at underground 
hip-hop nights common, and in a throwback to the freestyle battle, Redbull Emsee pitted two 
MCs against each other and provided mandatory topics that had to be included in the contest-
ants respective verses.62 

(vii) Empathetic and Participatory

At a basic level, rhythm and rhyme don’t require objective verification or validaiton to proliferate 
in society. The call and response chants ‘when I say hip, you say hop: hip! (hop!) hip! (hop!)’ are 
still a trope in many performances where rappers perform to large audiences – this is an aspect 
of hip-hop that has not changed in 30 years. Why? Because certain rhythmic sounds continue to 
illicit communal reactions, certain formulas which are, as Ong states below, a kind of objectivity.  
The ‘objectivity’ which Homer and other performers do have is that enforced by formulaic expression: the individual’s 
reaction is not expressed as simply individual or ‘subjective’ but rather as encased in the communal reaction, the com-
munal ‘soul’.63  

 In other words, what is known is what is shared throughout the community. Thus the per-
former is defined by what they are - their specific role - rather than who they are as individuals, as 
indeed are the protagonists in oral epics. Odysseus the tactician, the signifying monkey as foul-
mouthed trouble maker. In contrast the status quo for present-day perfomers is a great variety of 
resources: knowledge is percievably objective and variously cultivated and customised towards 
creative purposes. However formualic expressions remain, audiences can be totalised through 
reciprocal engagement, and authenticity can be ascribed through communal identification with 
the known.   

 As a verbal artist the MC or rapper’s vocation - more than singer, public speaker, or actor 
(which have had centuries to develop and diversify around and beyond questions) - is prescribed 
within marked notions of authenticity. Adam Krims in his book Rap Music and the Poetics of Iden-
tity explains that genre in rap is not just a matter of topics but ‘sets of strategies for “authenticity” 
and historical contact.’64 He describes and examines a number of rap genres, namely ‘party rap’, 
‘mack rap’, ‘jazz/bohemian rap’ and ‘reality rap’ (which includes gangsta rap). All of these gen-
res are conerned with ‘historicity and verismilitude’: Party rap claims authenticity through origins 
in toasting and afrodiasporic DJ culture. Mack rap can also cite toasting (specifically boasting 
about sexual prowess over women) as grounds for authenticity, Jazz/Bohemian rap’s authenticity 
rests in morality and elevated consciousness (especially in relation to the ghettocentricity of gang-
sta rap), reality rap its closeness to the streets, or ghettocentricity.65 

 Many old-school MCs can rest on a reputation built up by communcal understandings that 
they participated in or organised various ground-breaking events back in the day. Or a gangsta 
rapper might continue to speak in street slang even if they no longer live a life close to the streets. 
Maintiaining an understanding of and a claim to authenticity, street knowledge, or at least an 
awareness of goings on in the neighbourhood has conventionally been part of being an MC. 
Regardless of genre, however, there is a distinction to be made between credibility structured in 
sucessful rap albums released and that which comes with improvising rap to an audience. 

 Unlike the signed and sucessful rap artist, the freestyler cannot count on participation from 
the audience resulting from their listening to albums and songs previously – onlookers can’t sing 
along to a freestyle performance. A freestyler must therefore read the crowd, and through experi-
ence and experimentation, build up a lexicon of complementary phrases and clichés: formulas 
which collaterally support their performance. However as much as possible a freestyler will incor-
porate as much novel information as possible into their verses, and avoid various formulas becom-

62. RedBullMusic, True Freestyle Rap Battle - DNA VS Voss [video],(RedBullMusic, 12th Jun 2012)<http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=0pJRmtWNP1g> accessed 7th October 2013 
63. Ong pp.45-46
64. Cambridge University Press, NY, 2000. p.62
65. Ghettocentricity is a term used by Krims to summarise the way in which much rap, specifically reality rap is focused 
on life in the ghettos of cities like New York and Los Angeles. Krims, 78
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ing tedious crutches. Jooyoung Lee, writing about ciphers in Los Angeles, provides an excellent 
example of how the spontaneity of freestyle is closely tied with temporal and spatial presence:
Although there is no universal formula for what emcees at Project Blowed consider good freestyling, regulars generally 
value lyrical complexity, delivery (locals call it “riding the beat”), and humor. Most importantly, emcees win the respect 
of their peers when they are able to incorporate spontaneous and unpredictable events from the immediate situation 
into their freestyle. This is the easiest way to demonstrate that one is improvising in the moment. For example, “Flawliss” 
is a 27-year old African-American male who is unabashed about being overweight. …During a cipher in 2005, Flawliss re-
ceived thunderous applause and cheers from his peers when he incorporated a screeching car in the background into 
his freestyle: “I wanna roll like that nigga (pointing toward the car with his hand), quick, hurry, everybody murda the fat 
nigga (pointing to himself)!”66  

The space in which the freestyler proves that he or she is genuine – where authenticity can be 
tested – is a communal space – guided by recurrent themes, such as spontaneously giving props 
(encomium), or disparaging unpopular figures in the government,  for example. In this place of 
testing, freestyle is universally well received. For instance, including temporal information, peo-
ple’s names, or an incidental event in a freestyle verse is general proof of skill. MCs, in this way, 
are ‘caught up in the real’ – they must work the crowd with an immediacy that collectivises, even 
totalises the audience. 

 The last two points Ong suggests in his inventory – the homeostatic and situational char-
acteristics of oral psychodynamics – can only be related to freestyle in selective and generalised 
means. Certain passages within these sections could nonetheless yield insights into freestyle. For 
example, Ong writes that without dictionaries, the oral mind in uninterested in definitions, and that:
Words acquire meaning only from their always insistent actual habitat, which … includes … gestures, vocal inflections, 
facial expressions and the entire human, existential setting in which the real, spoken word always occurs. Word mean-
ings come continuously out of the present, though past meanings of course have shaped the present meaning.67

 Of all the elements of hip-hop, all the aspects of the culture, freestyle is the most in touch 
with, and least able to escape from, orality. Collectively the redundant and copious, conservative 
and traditional aspects of freestyle could be called homeostatic – freestylers will use the clichés 
and tropes from the Bronx days, use American slang despite otherwise cultivating a non-Ameri-
can, native style, and fall back on fillers that work. The extra-repetitive nature of freestyle is also 
homeostatic in the sense of bodily homeostasis (mouth muscles, heart beat, breath). 

 There are rhyming dictionaries, and there is an Encyclopedia of Rap and Hip Hop Culture,68 
but there is no comprehensive compendium for the freestyler. While all manner of printed and 
online material informs the content of a freestyle, the homeostatic and situational are useful and 
relevant terms to approach the manner of its execution; they serve to emphasise it as living prac-
tice.  

3 The Definition of Freestyle 

The pressure of performing live in front of a potentially hostile audience with no prepared lyrics scares away the fronters 
and the fakers, and demonstrates who the real MCs are.69

Freestyle as denoting on-the-spot improvisation wasn’t current in the first decade or so of rap’s 
inception: Roxanne Shante, a pioneering female MC (and freestyler) in the early 80s, recalls that

Before people decided to call it freestyle or, being able to ‘go off the top of your head’, we just said it was Nipsey Rus-
sell syndrome, where you’re just able to rhyme about anything at anytime on top of things70

Improvised rhyming might have fallen under this category at the time, or simply been nameless. 
Myka 9 (aka Michael Troy),71 a Los Angeles-based rapper who has established himself as a freesty-

66.Lee, Jooyoung. “Escaping Embarrassment: Face-Work in the Rap Cipher.” Social Psychology Quarterly 72,  (2009): 
306-324. p.313
67. Ong, p.46-47
68 Bynoe, Yvonne, Greenwood Press, 2006. 
69 Pihel, p.252
70. Nipsey Russell was an American comedian known for his rhyming ability (cf. Toop, p.CHECK). In Spirer, Peter (dir.), The 
Art of 16 Bars, (QD3 Image 2005).
71. Myka 9 formed the Freestyle Fellowship with Aceyalone and frequented Project Blowed – the open mic night around 
which Jooyoung Lee performed his study of street ciphers.
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ler  credits himself with coining the term freestyle in Paul Edwards How to Rap (2009),72 to denote 
lyrics entirely and spontaneously improvised. Generally, including in my own experience as a rap-
per/freestyler, this is the definition of freestyle current in hip-hop circles today. However an older 
coinage of freestyle within hip-hop complicates the usage of the word. 

While who exactly coined the term freestyle,  as describing a form of rap is not known, Big Daddy 
Kane73  explains his first understanding of freestyle as meaning a ‘style-free’ written verse
In the ’80s when we said we wrote a freestyle rap, that meant that it was a rhyme that you wrote that was free of style… 
it’s basically a rhyme just bragging about yourself74 

Presently there is little evidence in print media of a debate about which definition contemporary 
rappers or MCs ought to be subscribing to. On the internet currently the debate is apparent on 
Youtube comment threads and on Reddit.75 In 2012, a reddit user going by ‘35er’ started a discus-
sion thread on Reddit’s largest hip-hop forum,  r/hiphopheads, titled: ‘That wasn’t a freestyle’. 35er 
posted 

I’ve seen tons of videos of rappers spitting a verse with “Freestyle” in the title that are in no way freestyles. And it’s not 
that I can tell cause they’re spitting it too clean. It’s just obvious when someone is reciting something they memorized as 
opposed to something that is free thought.
Now, I’m a little older than most of these up and coming artists, so maybe my definition of a freestyle is outdated (but 
not that outdated). Growing up, when we would freestyle it meant we were spitting shit we had never said before, 
never wrote before, and (except for maybe the first line) never thought before. Now it seems like as long as you don’t 
have a piece of paper in front of you, it’s a freestyle.76 

This is not merely a quibble for the fans – prominent hip-hop artists such as the late Keith Elam aka 
Guru, who in Peter Spirer’s documentary The Art of 16 Bars (2005) indicates that   
Freestyle is a necessary element to being an MC. Nowadays you would never know that because most of the time MCs 
can’t even freestyle.77  

The MCs interviewed in The Art of 16 Bars don’t acknowledge, as Myka 9 does, The shifting of 
freestyle as meaning ‘pre-written but topically free’ to ‘spontaneously improvised’. However the 
consensus seems to be more toward the latter definition. Not surprisingly, a highly acclaimed free-
styler, MC Supernatural (aka Reco Price) provides the most detailed insights into current confusion 
around the term.  
There’s a certain amount of preparation for a battle mentally but you can only prep so much... before you’re writing 
and planning your rhymes ... so when you’re like in a freestyle battle or off the head battle, this is exactly what it is – it’s 
off-the-head78

Searching Youtube, reveals that a significant number of amateur and official rap-music videos are 
labelled as freestyle even when it is clear (at least, to other rappers and freestylers) that the verse 
delivered have been written, rehearsed and carefully memorised. One recent and popular exam-
ple readily found on the Internet is the rap song “Sideways” by Alpoko Don, posted on YouTube 
under the headline “BEST FREESTYLE RAPPER ON EARTH F***ING INCREDIBLE”79 (later the same clip 
was posted by Alpoko Don as “Sittin Sideways (on da porch freestyle)”.80  The track is an excellent 
display of utterly raw rap talent (Alpoko taps a beat, modulates his voice, hums and raps), which 
might explain the mislabelling – rawness confused with spontaneous improvisation. A more high 
profile case involves celebrity rappers, the grammy nominated Pusha-T and the multiple award 

72. How to Rap: The Art and Science of the Hip-hop MC, (Chicago, Chicago Review Press, 2009) pp.181-2 
73. Big Daddy Kane aka Antonio Hardy,  Grammy-award winning rapper from the 80s and early 90s (cf. Encyclopedia of 
Hip-hop and Rap)
74. Edwards, p.181
75. Reddit is a large social interest website where shared links and text are ranked by registered users via “upvotes” or 
“downvotes”. It works like a massive library of forums (called reddits) – which range from the popular to the obscure and 
marginal. r/hiphopheads is the largest hip-hop forum on Reddit,  with over 120,000 subscribers. 
76. That Wasn’t Rap [reddit/discussion thread], 35er, Oct. 23rd, 2012 <http://redd.it/11z304>, top of page, accessed 7th 
Oct, 2013
77. Spirer, 2005
78. Ibid. 
79. Tonic Jim, 26 Jan 2012 < http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mAtj9Zos__M> (accessed 29th Sept)
80. “Alpoko Don “Sittin Sideways” (on Da Porch Freestyle).” [video], Alpoko Don, May 21 2012 <http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=kboYfDwt7jk> (accessed 1st Oct. 2013).
81. Kanye West/Pusha T Freestyle on the Funkmaster Flex Show [video], Funk Flex, Nov 5, 2010, <http://www.youtube.
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winning Kanye West. “Pusha-T and Kanye West Freestyle”,81 the headline describing an on-air 
performance on Funkmaster Flex’s radio show on Hot 97, actually depicts the pair delivering verses 
from Pusha –T’s tracks ‘Blow’82 and ‘Alone in Vegas’ and Kanye’s ‘Gorgeous’.83 What is particularly 
interesting in the second case, aside from the celebrity status of the rappers, is the manner of their 
delivery. Both Pusha and West punctuate their lines and speak them conversationally, pausing as 
if they needed time to think. Pusha in particualr rolls his eyes and exaggerates his facial expres-
sions, and offers a disclaimer that suggests the immediacy of spontaneous speech: “I’mma just 
give y’all my life...straight up”. Importantly, while Pusha and Kanye’s verses have been shown to 
be pre-written, recorded, at the time of their appearance on Hot 97, their respective mixtape and 
albums were yet to be released.84 A third example is the ‘5 Fingers of Death’ segment of Sway 
Calloway’s morning show, ‘Sway In The Morning’, where DJ Wonder tests aspiring and estab-
lished MCs/rappers by providing them with 5 successive instrumental tracks which they must rap 
over. Each track is increasingly difficult – changing in tempo or obfuscating the 4/4 time signature 
which is critical for rap. Brother Ali  (aka Ali Newman)85 sat for the challenge, flowing smoothly 
over whatever beat DJ Wonder attempted to surprise him with. Like many MCs and rappers who 
have appeared on the show, it appeared Ali’s verses were too polished to be freestyles, which if 
true would falsify the headline for the video, “Brother Ali Freestyles over the 5 Fingers of Death.” All 
becomces clear when Ali is confronted with the final track, a beat sampling ‘About a Girl’86 from 
Nirvana, with rhythm guitar setting the tempo, unfazed he immediately demonstrates his improvi-
sational skills. 
He brought a funny ass beat instead
I just switch up and go off the head
Never wrote nuthin’ to nuthin’ like this
Just cos I look like a white kid
Don’t mean I got some shit I’m on 
Brother Ali just let me get a minuteminamorn
In the mornin’ – stumble over the words
Fumble over the words
It’s off the head it’s what ya heard 87

None of the previous raps delivered by Ali on ‘5 Fingers’ included such temporal information, nor 
were they marked with even a negligible flub like ‘minututeminamorn’. Of course the advantage 
unique to freestyle is the capacity to retrospectively qualify such flubs, and in so doing demon-
strate a quick-witted, sensitive consciousness, present and alive.  

 Some YouTube clips are labelled freestyle, but the song being ‘freestyled’ is included in 
brackets, so that the listener may then look up said track. In effect this double headline advertises 
a remix, a promotional tweak. Some examples include “Jadakiss Freestyle (He Goes In)”88. and 
“Game & Cassidy Freestyle Cipher (Droppin Heavy Bars)”.89 This acknowledgement that an actual 
track is being performed suggests that the promoters of these videos are backing the older defini-
tion. 
In the case of the popular radio shows cited above, Funkmaster Flex’s ‘Flex Freestyles’ and Sway’s 
‘5 Fingers of Death’  both release footage of ‘freestyle’ events, where MCs are tested lyrically. 
The irony is, despite the labelling of their respective vodcasts, actual spontaneous freestyle is the 
exception rather than the rule. The verse delivered are not only prewritten, they have been so well 

com/watch?v=P1eY6evzhw4> (accessed 29th Sept. 2013). 
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 83. My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy [album], Roc-A-Fella Records, 2010
84. Cf. comments on  Kanye West/Pusha T Freestyle on the Funkmaster Flex Show. For example this comment from Lee 
Robinson is telling: “Kanye wests rap WAS NOT a freestyle he did this 17 days before his album dropped, so it seems like a 
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thin nonone[sic] had heard before to seem dope.” 
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such as Eyedea, Atmostphere, and Aesop Rock (Cf. www.rhymesayers.com).
86. Sub Pop, 1989.
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watch?v=OO7cFg8efI0> (accessed 10th Sept. 2013).
89. Game & Cassidy Freestyle Cipher (Droppin Heavy Bars) [video], BWSGameTV, Jun 7, 2010., <http://www.youtube.
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rehearsed that they can be delivered over a variety of different rhythmic tracks from classic hip-
hop and other genres; and a capella. Through more discussion and engagement in what consti-
tutes rapping and freestyle, these kinds of undefined practices could be explicated.

 Responding to 35er’s Reddit thread, Padreik explains why freestyle is not being defined 
consistently, particularly in the realm of hip-hop radio and online video clips: 
Basically, if you’re an up and comer, or an established force in the hip-hop world, and some radio DJ asks you to come 
on the show and freestyle, are you going to risk sounding wack? Are you willing to lose your underground buzz or album 
sales or respect or whatever just because you believe the word freestyle means on the spot ad lib? Everyone else spits 
a written, are you going to be the guy who spits the sloppy freestyle, stumbling all over your words because it’s what 
freestyle really means?90

Padreik goes on to claim that a lot of hip-hop fans defend their favourite rappers by reverting 
back to the “‘70s meaning of freestyle” (that outlined by Big Daddy Kane in How to Rap). Using 
the ‘the pre-written, topic-free” definition of freestyle excludes improvisation from the equation of 
what makes a ‘true MC’ – which was once a critical part of that role within hip-hop. Why bother 
improvising if someone can meticulously craft a rhyme and label it freestyle, knowing full well that 
many will assume that it is spontaneous? 

 It is plausible that rappers with historical knowledge or connections that find it difficult to 
spontaneously improvise rap lyrics have sought to reassert the validity of the freestyle as merely 
style free written verse.  But to hark back to an old definition of freestyle as insurance against the 
charge of false advertising is disingenuous. Furthermore it confuses an already confused discourse, 
making it more difficult for researchers, musical, literary and cultural critics alike, to initiate avenues 
of inquiry into freestyle. Basically there is no room for the two definitions – two terms are required 
for two skill sets, not one. And while other terms would be sufficient in describing the process of 
the art,  ‘freestyle’ is the term with the hip-hop history. ‘Improv’ connotes theatre, adlib connotes 
public speech, deviating from a script. Freestyle as improvisation transcends and includes the 
original definition, it has layers to it – to bring back something vaguely resembling the old definition 
and employ it in the hypertext age is misleading. For while technically the original term freestyle 
did not denote improvisation, improvisation has been at the core of hip hops innovation – Afrika 
Bambaatta appropriating his auntie’s sound system, other jury-rigged devices, scratching, graph-
ing, working with whatever is at hand. 

The pressure to succeed to make the most of promotional opportunities is only one of a number 
of factors driving the trend where MCs, rappers, up and coming and platinum-selling alike, are 
bringing freestyle sessions to ciphers, or labelling their practice freestyle when the standard has 
become written. Celebrity rappers seldom perform, record and distribute their freestyles: the risk is 
too high. There are of course exceptions - Kendrik Lamar has proved his improvisational ability on 
radio several times, in one case by freestyling topics given to him (and aimed at tripping him up 
humourously) on cue cards.91 Generally however the more a well-known artist can project a sense 
of their own infallibility, the more they have to lose employing risky free-associations of genuine 
verbal improvisation.   

 It is no great crime to fall back on a single written line or phrase  in a freestyle session. Or for 
that matter deliver an entire written verse, provided it is announced as such, and not passed off 
as freestlye. However William Jelani Cobb provides some important context for why the latter act 
would constitute a transgression of sorts:
Freestyle is to hip hop as street ball is to the NBA. Just as asphalt legend has it that many a pro baller got his game dissed 
and dismissed  on the asphalt proving grounds of Harlem’s Rucker League, there is no shortage of triple-platinum level 
rappers who would get took** in the freestyle arena. … An arena where speaking a previously written rhyme – as op-
posed to going extemp from the top of the head – is treated as kindly as marking a card in a back-alley poker game.92

Cobb’s colourful analogies are far from decorative here, like hip-hop, rap and especially (consid-
ering his words) freestyle, his contribution to analytical, poetic and aesthetic discourse is textured 

com/watch?v=YS20s19zmY8> (accessed 10th Sept., 2013).
90. That Wasn’t Rap [reddit/discussion thread], Padreik, Oct 23rd, <http://redd.it/11z304, 2012> 12th comment from the 
original post, accessed 7th Oct, 2013  
91. Kendrick Lamar Halloween Freestyle [video], K104fm, 31 Oct 2012, <http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=gBeyHlgD7Xs > (accessed 4th Oct., 2013).
92. took – i.e. taken, easily defeated. Cobb, p.83
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with a lifeworld. Basically, the understanding is tacit – in the cipher, spitting writtens is cheating. 
 However there is clearly little if any consensus regarding whether or not rappers should disclose 
whether a verse was written/rehearsed elements. Nor is it tenable to advocate an impermeable 
separation of written and improvised rap into mutually exclusive sub-genres of hip-hop. In my 
experience, prepared and improvised rhymes do mix in the underground streets ciphers, usually 
when those less confident freestyling get involved. And in the Los Angeles scene, Jooyoung Lee 
has carefully documented the use of writing as a strategy that MCs use to stop from ‘fallin off’ i.e. 
breaking off a freestyle (usually mid line).93 

THE MARGINALITY OF FREESTYLE 

The dissemination and commercialisation of rap, turntablism, sampling, break dancing, graffiti, and their associated 
clothing, slang, and body language linked young people around the globe in an ongoing feedback loop with African 
American street culture, and by the dawn of the twenty-first century there was no way to separate what was happen-
ing on records, video, and home computers.94

As highly visible cultural products, rap tracks and the artists that perform them and produce them 
have been subject to much review and discussion, academic or otherwise. Many academics and 
writers have discussed rap music through its parent art form: hip-hop (David Toop, Tricia Rose, Nel-
son George, Russell Potter, Jim Fricke, Charlie Ahearn, Tony Mitchell, Jeff Chang to name a few).95  
Toop was a trailblazer who in the 1980s took special note of technological innovation and prac-
tice in his history of rap-music, Roseis credited with expanding the discussion and facing up to 
much of the criticism that rap-music has faced in the USA. George looked at the lifeworld of rap-
pers, producers, bboys and bgirls, and graffiti writers. Fricke and Ahearn ensured the immortalisa-
tion of the old-school hip-hop origin story, Tony Mitchell facilitated a global discourse on hip-hop, 
Jeff Chang anthologised diverse perspectives on a hip-hop aesthetic, strengthening the global 
discourse of hip-hop.  

 Despite this breadth of work, spanning decades now, freestyle rap has yet to find its niche 
in the discussion. However roughly, the rap-music discussed by Rose and others has been com-
posed, recorded, and distributed. From low quality to high quality releases on tape, vinyl, CD to 
online ‘mixtapes’ and digital albums it has been produced and replicated as the polished prod-
uct of the recording studio and record label.

 Aside from the problem of defining freestyle treated earlier, there are a number of complex 
issues surrounding the marginality of freestyle. While a protracted discussion is not possible here, I 
will outline a few of the main obstacles to popularising the genre.  

As a verbal art form at least notionally independent of the writing process, freestyle is restricted to 
the evanescent properties of sound. Where both written rap and unwritten FS (and here perhaps 
I show my bias as a freestyle rapper) both express within that evanescence, FS is more ephemeral 
than written rap in that the former is less planned, recorded, and if it is recorded – it is rarely if ever 
promoted, publicised or distributed.  

 Furthermore, freestyle generally does not meet the standards set by what is now an immen-
sity of lyrically ingenious conceptualised and composed rap albums, from iconic and independ-
ent figures alike. More prone than writtens to overdetermined rhymes, flubbed rhymes, mental 
blanks and repetitiousness, freestyle is a riskier practice too. Rehearsed work by comparison is safer 
on stage, better suited to club culture where the rapper must be even more of an icon than usual. 
The club performance gets bigger crowds but is expected to match up to extensive promotion 
and hype. Wherever a superficial, hyper-judgemental and product focused dynamic predomi-
nate only the most flawless modes of rap will be favoured with ongoing hype and investment.
It has become a truism of global culture that strategically and systematically composed, mixed, 

93. Lee, 2002, p.318-19 
94. Wald, p.184
95. Cf. Rose, Tricia. Black Noise: Rap Music and Black Culture in Contemporary America and The Hip Hop Wars; Mitchell, 
Tony. Global Noise: Rap and Hip Hop Outside the USA; Nelson, George. Hip Hop America; Chang, Jeff. Total Chaos: The 
Art and Aesthetics of Hip-Hop.    
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mastered and documented work is officially/conventionally prized above the improvised, sponta-
neous and the artistically resourceful. And why not? Quantitatively more has gone into the former 
than the latter. And yet the standards and expectations of technology facilitated artistic process-
es continues to rise; the volume of product so overwhelmingly massive that media has a very short 
shelf life regardless.

 Critics and scholars who might be well aware of freestyle might assume that their discussion 
of rap can just as easily be applied to what may be, in their perspective, merely a subordinate 
practice. And few in the sub-culture, participating in the artistic discourse, would disagree.  Free-
stylers are seldom concerned with the preservation of their art, its own objective promotion and 
recognition as opposed to subjective enjoyment. For many it is as  the gifted Beardyman (aka 
Darren Foreman) says of beatboxing in a TED talk, that it is often just sketching actual instrumental 
music.96 Freestyle is often seen as sketching rap, or simply a game – having fun with words. The 
conceptual default for freestyle is art for art’s sake, or play for the sake of play. A rap track can 
be ranked by sales, generating its own commercial momentum; a freestyle is not subject to such 
processes. 

 But if freestyle is overlooked by many in academia and in the music industry, that is not 
necessarily a negative. Elijah Wald refers to how the ‘rap revolution’ broke down most censorship 
which prevented wider appreciation of the dozens, but at the same time ‘local and regional cus-
toms faced a wave of commercial competition’.97   Michael Eric Dyson’s essay, The Culture of Hip-
Hop,98 describes a ‘cycle of survival’ that rap-music shares with the Blues, both of which he consid-
ers devalued forms of black music. The cycle, roughly outlined begins with a music culture arising 
from a context of anguish and pain, joy and happiness, the cultural sensibilities impact upon the 
expression or the music, the music is subject to recording, distribution, packaging and consump-
tion, artists are pressured to disassociate from the original context which sparked their expression, 
which leads to artists ‘selling out’, disillusionment in the entire culture, which feeds into a mixture of 
anguish and pain, joy and happiness. If music/a song/a sound reaches a certain marketability, it 

may occasionally be employed in contexts that undermine its critique of the status quo, and it may be used to legitimise 
a cultural or social setting that, in negative ways, has partially given rise to its expression.99 

As George Lipsitz writes in Footsteps in the Dark, ‘hip hop artists and entrepreneurs can be as ma-
terialistic “as they wanna be” and even “as nasty as they wanna be” as long as it’s all about a sal-
ary and not about reality.”100 Freestyle, which per se is not about a salary escapes Dyson’s ‘cycle 
of survival’. Battle rappers can use freestyle to win a close match, winning prize money, but there 
is no systematic dissemination of freestyle occurring at present in the mainstream, especially non-
agonistic improvisations that don’t involve one MC humiliating another. It is a devalued art-form 
in what is still at times a devalued art-form, subsumed into the writing process (as an improvisatory 
stage) before they are polished enough to catch the eye of the disinterested observer, let alone 
the executive of the major record companies. The freestyle cipher is particularly immune, because 
it remains so close to the sensibilities of the street.

Part II 

Transcripts from the Underground:101 Melbourne Freestyle 

On Thursday nights, young men (and a few women) hang out and rap in ciphers (impromptu group rap sessions) on 
the corner of 43rd Place and Leimert Boulevard. This corner is just outside of “Project Blowed,” a Hip Hop “open mic” 
located in Leimert Park, a black arts district in South Central Los Angeles. Each week, participants gather on this corner 
and “freestyle” (a style of improvised rapping) until someone else in the cipher wants to rap.102
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In contrast to the mainstream chart-topping American rap scene, underground  rap ciphers such 
as that which Jooyoung Lee described (and extensively researched) have not been substantially 
investigated in published papers or books. If they were, improvisation in rap might receive more 
critical attention. Lee’s four-year ethnographic study of a cipher concentrates on how rappers in 
the circle employ face work (covering the mouth with a hand for instance) to deal with embar-
rassment. His approach is instructive not only as a thorough analysis of a cipher, but in what it re-
veals about the collaborative dynamic between freestylers. While it is easy to think of cipher raps 
and battle raps as antithetical to each other, empathetic practices are not exclusive to cipher 
freestyles just as agonistic practices are not exclusive to battle freestyles. Lee’s work reveals not so 
much a level of empathy between participants in the rap circle on Leimert Boulevard, but rather 
a collective, pragmatic will to flow.

 Interviews and conversations with regulars on the corner show how the shared responsibility 
to keep the flow going in the cipher propels them into action. For instance, “Open Mike” describes 
how he jumps in to “keep the energy up” in the cipher, 
“You jump in because you wanna keep the energy up. If somebody is rapping and they start falling off, that starts to 
take energy away from others in the cipher. Nobody wants the energy to just die, so you jump in to keep things going.” 
Others, like E.Crimsin add that they are not overly concerned with peers losing face. [Echoing Open Mike, E.Crimsin 
explains, “I mean, it’s (jumping in) not really ‘bout all that, know what I mean? I mean, I could give a fuck if a nigga ‘s 
strugglin’ and can’t do his shit! (starts laughing) I mean, It’s really just a matter of tryin’ to keep the cipher going, know 
what I mean?”]103

The teamwork and collaboration in the cipher comes out of a mutual need to share the pres-
sure of spontaneous improvisation, in order to avoid a collective sense of expressive failure when 
someone falls off (i.e they abruptly stop rhyming). Lee astutely makes the comparison between 
a freestyle cipher and a “group recital or casual conversation, … [which] require that individuals 
put aside their individual differences for the greater good of the performance.”104 Just as the early 
DJ parties could bring gangs together and provide a variety of new creative outlets, ciphers are 
spaces where not only rappers but beatboxers, singers, musicians can gather from different parts 
of a city, country or from across the globe.  

 Ciphers and open mics are typically the sites for less agonistic expression in rap form. I say 
less rather than not at all agonistic for two reasons: 1) Even if directed at no one, violent imagery 
usually pops up in someone’s freestyle, somewhere; and 2) Discussions of, or references to, free-
style in America by Pihel, Azard, Wald , and Cobb tend to assume an automatic link with battle 
culture in some way.105 Lee’s close observations of ciphers is unique the way it highlights the social 
mechanics of freestyle, over the drama of battling. To stretch his social emphasis to other ciphers 
might reveal more about party culture than battle culture. The members of a cipher, regardless 
of personal feelings and subjective perspectives, work together to ‘keep the cipher going’, while 
one of the most worn clichés of party-rap is ‘and you don’t stop’ and ‘we don’t stop rockin’ til the 
break of dawn’. Rappers jump into the cipher when another falters for the same reasons that old-
school rappers (and DJs) used to encourage every member of the crowd to keep dancing – the 
show must go on, don’t stop the flow. In this way the concept of freestyle serves the gladiatorial 
aspirations of an MC, and the collaborative or even hedonistic aspirations of an MC. It is a defin-
ing aesthetic of hip-hop that can stretch right back to gang war survival mentality, and a rejec-
tion of violence in search of creative fulfilment and simply, fun.

 There have only ever been a few regular hip-hop open-mic events on at any one time in 
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Melbourne. But that is sufficient to meet the needs of aspiring artists for exposure, and established 
figures to continue to hone their skills, make connections and generally share and participate in 
hip-hop culture. One particular event (and crew name), ‘Phat Logic’ – an open mic and hip-hop 
showcase, held at the Evelyn Hotel in Fitzroy, from 2002-2005 – was instrumental in consolidat-
ing, strengthening and diversifying the practices of MCing. Hosted by Elf Tranzporter (aka Marlon 
Porter); supported by hip-hop/funk fusion band True Live, with co-host MC Rhyno; and the cutting 
and scratching skills of DJ Wasabi, Phat Logic exemplified what Tony Mitchell calls an indigenisa-
tion of hip-hop. The open-mic sessions and the content of rap delivered were largely based on 
an anti-agonistic, politically and socially conscious take on hip-hop, distanced from ‘the get rich 
or die trying’ commercialism that tends to define the mainstream. Furthermore, in having a live 
band jamming plus a DJ, a growing fusion of genres was on display (for a gold coin donation) 
that has been key in shifting the local hip-hop culture from appropriation, to indigenisation. Citing 
the success of 1200 Techniques (signed to Sony Music in 2002) and The Avalanches, Tony Mitchell 
notes this fusion in his essay Indigensing[sic] hip-hop: an Australian migrant youth culture.106 He also 
points out 
a tendency for more recent hip-hop outfits to combine their MCing and DJing skills with live hardcore rock to make their 
sound more accessible to a wide band of Australian youth.107

 The culture of freestyling over live bands was carried over into open-mic nights that suc-
ceeded Phat Logic. Several events titled ‘Street Poetics’ have continued to provide a space for 
freestyle to be heard, outside of the battle rap arena. Initially hosted by MC Mantra , DJ Wasabi 
and the Street Poetics band, Street Poetics has been subsequently hosted by other skilled freesty-
lers - such as Julez and Manix, and DJ Sizzle. These events in Melbourne’s inner Northern suburbs 
were augmented by bands which mixed rap into their repertoire, including True Live, Organik 
Intellect, Illzilla, Sons of Some, High Society and later Bewilderbeast and You And Your Music. Un-
like the Bronx origin story, rap and freestyle were locally popularised in Melbourne though a fusion 
of music genres, a fusion which persists in events such as Morganics aka Morgan Lewis’s ‘Bringing it 
Back to the Elements’, and MC Wyldcard’s Epic Concoction events at My Aeon.  

 It is these events that provide a consistent space for freestyle rappers (or freestylers) to 
express lyrics and demonstrate their improvisational skills. In the absence of open mic hip-hop 
events, informal ciphers frequently occur in the vicinity of conventional hip-hop/rap events show-
casing billed artists only. Freestyle outside of these contexts is arguably even more marginal. I have 
in mind a diagram of concentric circles where increasingly peripheral layers of marginality could 
be marked out, as a means of appreciating how far from the most globally visible and heavily 
mediated aspects of hip-hop and the rap industry freestyle is. However Freestyle footage avail-
able through YouTube and other video sharing platforms has enabled what effectively constitutes 
a discourse community within a discourse community – freestylers within the underground rap 
scene. And largely this community is made up of conscious rappers. 

 Without the context of a venue, what had been known informally as the ‘Sunday Ciphers’ 
or ‘Sunday Sessions’ brought rappers from both sides of the Yarra River in Melbourne together. 
Gathering in parks, arcades, on the street - simply to cipher – the Sunday sessions showed who 
were the dedicated, compulsive freestylers. In early 2012, under the headline of ‘GHC Cypher’ 
(GHC stands for Global Hip-hop Collective) a series of these ciphers were documented by Dylan 
& Jaidee.108 Featuring improvised verses by Miguel, Maxamil, Vytal One, Muma Dosa, Emptyness, 
Zulu, D-Day, Aerows, Hugo, Lotus, and many more, the GHC Cyphers offer an insight into hip-hop 
occurring heterogeneously and non-agonistically. Being able to review a verbal art event as 
spontaneous and ephemeral as a cipher offers a much fuller appreciation of the variety of style, 
flow and content that manifests when freestylers collaborate. With a view to this I have selected 
and sampled (from a wealth of material available) 4-6 line chunks of freestyle verse from some of 
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the participants, all of who are locally established wordsmiths. 
Right now I karmically fruition, yeah
And I’m on a mission
They call it Mission: Impossible and I’m on you
And I’m about to elevate beyond the sky with … wires like Tom Cruise  - Hugo109 

Karmically fruition is an odd pairing of words even by the non-standard vernaculars prevalent in 
rap – the adverb clunks grammatically against the noun. But the value of ciphers dedicated to 
collaborative creations is that such nit-picking would not be possible in real time. I note it only 
because it has a comical edge: Hugo plays the Mission: Impossible movie reference into sudden 
ludicrousness: Tom Cruise as simile for personal salvation. Another sample, from the same cipher:  
Politically, never bring it on
Occupy minds and that’s how we get it on
It’s like this though we occupy the streets
We out of the city and we gotta just eat – Zulu Flow110 

The cipher is synchronic – sensitive of the most current or recent events, the narrow window of that 
which might be popularly considered most conversationally relevant. Before the Occupy move-
ment that spread worldwide in 2012, these lines would have been less suggestively descriptive.
You’re not supposed to know that I got a bad temper
But it’s all good and it’s all like tempura
Deep fried like Japanese food and I throw it on the plate
Cos I just make shit good and flavoursome
I’m kinda like when you’re debating some…  -Muma Doesa111 

Like the cipher above, this sample is an excerpt from Tivoli Arcade, a month later. These lines 
touch upon what makes freestyle, and this mode of freestlye, a vital counterpoint to predominat-
ing images of untouchable rap celebrity and die hard battle rappers (which is broadly under-
mined in several ways by a host of prominent and underground Australian hip-hop groups): the 
extra capacity for vulnerability. A confessional rap written down can be drafted. Any confessional 
aspects expressed through freestyle are done from the already vulnerable ‘lyrical tightrope’ of 
spontaneity.  
Who knew which and who knew what, 
Did you know that pair was undercover cops
Are chillin’ on the train like big fuckin’ knapsack
Filled up the train like gonna give me a slap mate
On the wrist, cos I didn’t buy myself a ticket
And I’m thinking like ‘City life is wicked’ – D-Day112 

D-Day’s tone is optimistic and his delivery laid-back: he is taking the time to tell a story in couplets 
and clichés, formulas like ‘who knew what’ and ‘slap on the wrist’. 
Windin’ down the window for a bit of fresh air
Checking out the scenery I’m yelling ‘Hell yeah!’
And all I can really see is a bunch of trees
But at the moment I’m feeling like I’m sort of really running free - Emptyness113

As a high level freestyler, Emptyness uses set pieces that have been acculturated not through 
conscious study and memorisation, but through ordinary day-to-day speech. Words find the most 
fitting phrases, and phrases trigger other phrases. ‘All I can really’ and “But at the moment’ work 
as lyrical wild cards, transitory phrases to ensure rapid rap flow is maintained.
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There’s not many peeps here
But it don’t matter ‘cos it’s really clear we’re so talented  
We’re balancing amounts of anger backed by rhythm back to make ya see a vision
Disregard ya status and ya bitchin’ – Vytal One114

Following on from Emptyness, Vytal One spits his rhymes appropriate to context, showing love for 
his fellow freestylers but also reinforcing the general model of unity that the cipher represents. In 
battles or comparisons of who is the more successful rapper, disregarding status is unthinkable. In 
this cipher, the reverse is true, to play status in the cipher defeats the purpose of the exercise - to 
share verbal expression and grow from the experience. 
Afghanistan man look out for his own
Tryna protect his family and his home
They’re always tryna dig under the soil for the oil
But now the family’s life has been in turmoil  - Morph MC115

Chuck D of Public Enemy famously referred to rap music as the black CNN116 (news network) and 
in so doing emphasised its political and journalistic qualities. Freestylers have this ability to’ make 
news’ too, as Morph MC assumes for the moment the role of a foreign correspondent, bringing 
current world events into the cipher.   
Feelin’ those ghost chills
Yo, I’m gross with skill – bloated, bloke that broke the still
Yo after rap, I have a hear attack
Walk out the emergency ward and buy Maccas after that - Maximil117

Maxamil exemplifies the punchline style of rapping here - where complexity of the rhyme is sub-
ordinate to wit and humour. Within the themes of being lazy, unemployed, broke and unhealthy 
Maxamil has a developed a repertoire of jokes and relevant clichés which unconsciously feed 
into his improvisations.  

 Tom Cruize/Mission Impossible/The Occupy Movement/Tempura/Online Status/Train Cops/
The current conflict in Afghanistan/McDonald’s Restaurants  - the unique expressions that come 
out of ciphers resonate with Russell Potters postmodern conception of Hip-hop as ‘cultural recy-
cling centre’.118 And while geographically removed from sites of African-American cultural and 
political resistance – the verses delivered in the Tivoli arcade ciphers could be seen as a revaluat-
ing verbal art, deployed ‘against the dominant modes of production and consumption.’119

However friendly ciphering can also have an uncensoring effect which, rather than challenging 
dominant modes of production, merely renders them less significant in a larger, more open con-
text of human fallibility, vulnerability, and unselfconscious spontaneity: say the first word that come 
into your head and don’t be afraid of failure (I am generally quoting here from the valuable les-
sons offered by Keith Johnstone in his book  Impro).120

Freestyle Transcript 1 - MC Mooney and Wilno Perform at Got Skills

This section is a brief elucidation of freestyle as it is performed in public. Typically there are a few 
weekly or fortnightly events where rappers or MCs can freestyle in Melbourne. Daytime ciphers/ 
or freestyle showcases are frequent during the warmer months of the year but generally freestyle 
performed for spectators occurs at night, in venues licenced to sell alcohol, either as one-off 
event or as weekly hip-hop ‘open-mics’.  

 From several documented local events I have selected one such open mic, ‘Got Skills’ 
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*Cf. Stuff B-boys Like: Hand Props, Calvin Dec 13th, 2010< http://morethanastance.com/blog/howto/2010/12/stuff-b-
boys-like-hand-props/> accessed Sept 4th, 2013

(8/04/2013) held at Whole Lotta Love – a small bar/restaurant in East Brunswick. ‘Got Skills’ was 
an open mic event specifically focused toward rappers who want to improve their freestyle skills, 
though a series of freestyle verses, games and exercises, hosted by MC Mooney. 
Before returning to the UK,  MC Mooney (aka Joe Mooney) gained a reputation in the inner-north 
rap scene as a skilled rapper and MC, hosting two weekly open mics (and performing elsewhere) 
with DJ Daily as ‘Hit the Fan’.  

 Rappers Wilno, Pull Factor, Handy Andy, Emptyness, Alflex and others participated in the 
event. As is conventional, MC Mooney kicked off the rhymes, rapping only 8 bars or so before 
introducing Wilno (aka Will Noonan). Wilno and Mooney have the microphones – the venue has 
no stage, only a raised, well-lit platform in the corner of the bar. Both are wearing baseball caps – 
Mooney is wearing a ‘Hit the Fan’ t-shirt, Wilno a black jacket, cigarette tucked behind his left ear. 

 I started recording even as Mooney opened up the night, setting the first topic – the Laun-
dry Bar, a venue famous for hosting hip-hop since the mid 90s – his delivery so casual that is was, in 
fact, as mix of rapping and talking.

MOONEY:  Tom Kwan ‘n I first met 
  Me and Zeus also Jesus Christ I remember: I fuckin’ never regret 
  [talking now] Not sure if we hung out at the Laundry but I’m sure it would be cool if we did. This guy’s  
  cool, make some noise for this kid. 

Within even a single bar, a performing MC can contain an amount of gestural information equiv-
alent to the that conveyed in the lyrics. An explication of this series of gestures: This guy’s cool 
Mooney emphasises this by pointing, index finger down, thumb out, and then slightly shaking the 
pointing hand for an instant – an old b-boy hand sign (referred to by at least one b-boy blogger 
as “hand props”)* roughly translating as “I’m excited by this, (x) is cool”. make some noise Moon-
ey’s props-giving hand raises straight up as he say this, a commonly understood cue in hip-hop 
crowd culture to ‘get with it’ and applaud, whistle, yell and generally make noise. On uttering 
“kid”, Mooney lowers his hand, pointing again at the audience member by hanging his finger 
down in a way reminiscent of a “hand props” but holding his hand still, signaling the end of the 
series of gestures. His hand then drops to his side, ready for a fresh set of hand talking .      
everybody else]: Mooney waves his hand over the crowd, inclusively before spreading his arms 
wide and miming [pack em in, foursome] with a boxing-in gesture.

 Hey-yo, the laundry was awesome
 Me and fucking everybody else, pack ‘em in, foursome 
 Uh! The memories and how we progressed
 And all the crazy sins up off my chest that we have confessed  

In addition to ambiguous, beat driven gestures, Mooney mimes the last line above, placing a free 
hand on his chest for an instant, then flourishing it in a mildly expiatory fashion.

MOONEY: It’s like I say: “Wilno”, you say: “Got Skills!”
  Wilno!
 
AUDIENCE:  Got Skills!

MOONEY:  Wilno!

AUDIENCE:  Got Skills!

Mooney gestures to Wilno when he says “Wilno!”, then drops his hand and turns his ear slightly 
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Pointing to people in the crowd
1-2. [The insertion of ‘smoking all them joints up in’ in the second line, which would otherwise be the same as the first, is 
an example of how repetition can draw the listeners ear to what’s different. The packing in of 7 extra syllables into  the 
line lends a quantitative weight to the ‘all them joints’]
 3-4. Silo a bouncer who used to work at the Laundry. Note also how alliteration (coming in and kicking) and conso-
nance on the ‘c’ and ‘s’ sounds and enjambment carry the rhythm instead of the standard couplet.  
6-8.] The perfect rhyme may seem obvious here, and interjection and repetition predominate, nevertheless the speed at 
which Wilno is improvising and recalling a narrative monologue commands attention and respect from his audience. 
9.] Reflexively Wilno chains together two fall-back fillers - ‘I bring it back’ and ‘fuck it man’ but time, allowing him to stick 
to the narrative, or skit.
11. A conventional end rhyme is substituted with alliteration- ‘wanna’ with ‘working’  
  Keeping on topic with the help of another filler phrase, Wilno starts rhyming multisyllables. 
  The initial filler line crams the topical content, squeezing out conjunctions (asyndeton, a form of parataxis).
  [the faster pace and the contextual/topical demands here lead to an overdetermined masculine rhyme - ‘bread’ - 
(Wilno obviously considers the last line a fauxpaux (it causes him to visibly wince) but what alternatives did he have at-
that point? Lead? Much in freestyle is non sequitur or nonsensical but in the cipher the rap doesn’t necessarily end with 
the rapper, as we see Mooney pick up Wilno’s line]  

toward the audience. At this introduction Wilno makes an ironic self-congratulatory gesture - raises 
arms like a victorious boxer with head forward. Both MCs are smiling at this point, this and their 
casual demeanour at odds with the stereotype of the hard rapper, who gives little away emotion-
ally as he dominates the stage. The relaxed atmosphere being picked up on here at ‘Got Skills’ is 
not unique, in fact it is common for hip-hop in Melbourne to be expressed in an environment that 
could be summed up as anti-agonistic, or non-combative. At the second crowd respons of “Got 
Skills!”, Wilno begins freestyling:    

WILNO:  I remember the Laundry bar ... man 
  I remember smoking all them joints up in the laundry bar  
  Silo always coming in and kicking me out   
  Because he could smell the fuckin’ marijuana smoke wafting round the fuckin side of the door  

Wilno utilises a technique where he shuffles forward as he raps, turning his face (and the mic along 
with it) from side to side, embodying the movement of the effusive, syllable packed lines that de-
fine his style. His free hand is straight down by his side when not gesturing. [smoke wafting] With the 
index finger of his right (free) hand, Wilno traces curls in the air. 
   
5  He’s coming in and I’ve got the joint in my hand
  I’m like come on man 
  man it wasn’t me
  I swear someone just passed it to me 

Wilno continues to play out the story: [joint] he mimes holding a joint (marijuana cigarette). [come 
on man] Wilno leans back and waves down the front of his body, as if to say “I’m clean; not 
guilty”, but when he says someone just passed it to me he looks anxiously from side to side.    
    
  I bring it back fuck it man you wanna toke of the weed I know you wanna  
10  But you can’t because you’re working  
  Fuck it man I bring it back man I like to breathe out the THC

[you wanna toke of the weed] Wilno engages in a quick series of gestures in this line: raising his 
hand with authority and dismissing anything countering that authority, he then shoots his hand out 
briefly before raising it again. The outstretched hand is miming either a passing or taking of the 
joint in question, sketching the scene as it unfolds in the lyrics. And it is just a sketch, just enough 
to maintain attention and engagement not only from the audience, but from Mooney on stage 
(who is smiling at the humour). 

  When I bring it back you’ll find a fuckin demon in me  
  While I’m spittin good and evil lyrics doesn’t matter where I spit it man I bring it back I ain’t no gimmick  
  Fuck it man I’m spittin freestyles like a fuckin lyricist a revoloutionist  
15  I tip it on its fuckin head 
  N’ give it back to Mooney so he can spit some bread  

Keeping Mooney engaged in his rhymes works for Wilno as the latter enters a double-time flow 
(line 14) increasing his verbal delivery to fit twice as many syllables into the line. At this stage Wilno 
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has ceased hand gesturing; using only a rapid turning of the face to embody the rhythm. Mooney 
however extends his hand towards the other MC and makes circular motions with the beat, signi-
fying his flow (Mooney’s facial expression is also signifying- frowning with approval and -a classic 
look for the hard hip-hop fan) and thus hyping it up to the audience, eliciting a whistle in response.    

Mooney:    I’ll spit some bread, I’ll spit some dough  
Make some noise hands up for Mr. Wilno

Continuing from Wilno’s last line, Mooney retrospectively makes metonymic sense of it. […make 
some noise hands up] Hip-hop does not proscribe applause but clapping in the cultural discourse 
is reserved for beat-making. Instead the two acts of audience approval have become closely as-
sociated, so that Mooney’s swift raising of the hand elicits noise from the spectators. This is just one 
instance of many where host MC works with guest MC to create an entertaining spectacle and a 
space for developing the freestyle craft. 

Long Transcripts: Freestyle verse from Hugo, Emptyness and Zulu 

This section looks at some of the freestyle raps of local MCs Hugo, Emptyness and Zulu. They are 
three different rappers with three different styles but they share a sub-culture of positive rhetoric. 
Without identifying their nationallities or ethnic backgrounds, it is enough to say that all three are 
have come from different places, but have been based in Melbourne for some time. And all three  
cut across the ‘typical Australian’ of the poular imaginary.   

 Hugo especially has something of a psychedelic, transcendental mandate to manipulate 
and shuffle through themes. Zulu Flow, as his name suggests is a flow rapper. His freestyles prioritise 
the rhythmic, an insistent self-reference pervades his work, over the semantic. Of course all poetry, 
let alone rap and freestyle, prioritises a self-referential function of language over a direct semantic 
function. If it were otherwise, there would be nothing to distinguish it from regular speech.   

 Hugo could be called a conscious rapper. He qualifies as an MC. He is a performer, a lyri-
cist, and his mode of communication is rap. He raps over dubstep, weird glitch-laden electronic 
music laid down by his collaborator DJ Treats. Tying Hugo’s work to the dozens would be difficult – 
[Thornbury theatre, warehouses, festivals. 1-64.]  Hugo has a repertoire of filler phrases (rather then filler words). 
Multi-word fillers in all but one stanza. E.g: right now, I’m ready to, that’s why, you understand, - it 
down/get down. These (and other fillers) are combined and recombined in different ways, in a 
process arguably analogous to Milmany Parry’s Oral Formulaic Theory (Cf. Ong, Princeton Poetics)
The aggregative principle that is a feature of oral psychodynamics (Ong, 1982 p.38). His freestyles 
are rhythmically diverse, reflective – he repeatedly demonstrates a self awareness, figuratively 
rich, interspersed with dramatic moments. 

 Emptyness aka Tom Kwan started freestyling in the Sunday cipher sessions, held in Mel-
bourne city. The aesthetic his style and topical interest brings to the local freestyle scene is notable 
for being so optimistic about collaboration, the concept of ‘one love’, but also a solid ground-
ing in the roots of hip hop (one track from his upcoming album, ‘Fuck the Buff’ is a passionate 
homage to graffiti culture, which famously exploded into New York, but which has for some time 
become a distinct marker of Melbourne’s urban landscape). Emptyness is an anti-agonistic, em-
pathic style. He champions the art of the graff, the art of rhyme – his boasts exult the art of rhyme 
more than his own personal status. Favours rapid chain rhymes. Conversational style.         

Zulu cites listening to dancehall music, with its toasting and chainting rap styles, as an early influ-
ence, but emphasies the raps of Busta Rhymes as motivation to take up rapping himelf. 

In explicating some of the vernacular and cultural references in the verses below I have refered 
to popular online reference tools such as UrbanDictionary.com and Wikipedia. Aside from not 
having much alternative in some cases, leaning towards interested consensus over disinterested 
analysis fits the global-local aspects of hip-hop.   Such resoures are an essential part of the process 
of meaning making and shared understanding that rappers depend on - pop culture and slang is 
beyond an official accuracy outside of such massive online projects. When interpreting rap lyrics, 
it is not the most reputable but the most collaborative sources that offer answers to what can be 
very specific questions.   
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  1 – 2.]  Like a doggy yelps] Hugo has repeated this simile from the last line of my freestyle (concatenation ‘chaining’), 
adding his own simile Beatles begging for help (an allusion to the band’s album Help, (EMI Records, 1965). 
wondering … camera is ready as well.] Hugo was actually not sure if he was being recorded.    
3-4 .] …rocking off the head.] (delivering improvised rhymes [q.v])
The initial monosyllabic rhymes yelps/help/well are exceeded by the perfect rhymes: head right/red light, augmented 
with assonance, alliteration, and internal rhyme: rocking off;  this/thesis/Jesus; we/see.  
 right now ... head right.] ‘right now’ is a favourite filler for Hugo, but rather than offset the filler, Hugo builds on the repeti-
tion, utilising chiasmus for colloquial effect. 
5-8.] Repetition and alliteration carry the ‘r’ and ‘th’ sounds between stanzas, with a relentless SSSW: right through there 
that. The rapid run continues with a chain of three syllable slant rhymes: recording, ordering, Borders and. Inserted be-
tween the first two rhymes and the final forced rhyme, the filler ‘right now’ functions like an interjection, an automatic 
interruption requiring no conscious thought, making space for the semantic assocation i.e. simile/image: reading with 
the bookshop franchise, Borders. The filler here is camouflaged by the multisyllables and alliterating sounds (right with 
reading (l.7). Consonance on ‘t’ sounds, allit. on ‘n’ sounds, rhyming spondees hometown/know now/broke now makes 
for a robust rhythm underpinning the conversational aside about failing bookshops.  Alliteration is in fact present in every 
line (Books/borders; know, now; because/broke).
9 –12.]  It’s broke now.]   Parallelism (repetition of phrases [q.v]) engages the listener with a second call, and provides 
a beat allowing for a scheme-shift, topic change, or in this case a reorientation: Hugo switches to asking rhetorical ques-
tions (l.10)and answering them. (l.12) These lines are delivered as premises, informally - the freestyle continues as a solo 
discussion, with the suggestion of a dialogue in a phrase like (Well thats because). The flow of word associations (meto-
nymic flow) is critical in keeping the verse thematically consistent. For example books … Borders - call it book distribution 
- metonymically flows into give away/lending place … library. Complimenting and reciprocating with the associations 
of meaning, alliteration continues to be constant, the relentless punching of the ‘b’ sounds bolstering the end rhymes: 
business/broke/by/books; because/books; for/free; why/we; lending/library.
13-16.] library(l.12)… lies buried … lie-brary.]  the capacity for immediate destructuring/restructuring of a word here is re-
markable. Yet it is not uncommon for freestylers to take a given word and play around with its syllables to generate con-
trary meanings. In this context of play, rollin’ could links mainly to two distinct usages in popular vernacular: 1)adopting 
the persona of X; or 2)approaching X aggressively with intent to harm. Either Hugo is like a librarian, or attacking them 
(amusingly) for burying lies. These lines are also rich in consonance: on the ‘l’ and esp. on the ‘r’; and internal rhymes. 
‘th’ alliteration seen in the initial stanzas comes back with restructuring/rhyming with of thesaurus/this is the chorus.

Long Transcript 1 - Hugo freestyles in his house

To the purpose of compiling freestyles in different contexts and from different artists, I arranged 
with Hugo to record his verses locally, in his neighbourhood of Abbotsford. Due to rainy weather 
on the day, the recording transpired indoors and in private. Therefore there was no audience, nor 
significant time constraints on Hugo’s freestyle. After talking about the aims of this thesis, I set the 
camera to record, and start off with a few clumsy rhymes over the first beat Hugo selects. The first 
transcript begins as Hugo picks up where I left off. He is freestyling sitting down, (to a beat par-
ticularly characterised by a piano loop – high notes – and what might be an oboe) in front of his 
beat-laden laptop.

Verse #1

 Like a doggy yelps or the Beatles beg you for help                             
 And we’re  wondering if the camera is ready as well    
 And it is – right now I’m rockin’ off my head right              
 For this thesis like an intelligent jesus we see the red light                  

5 It’s right through there that means it’s recording         
 And we ordering and right now we reading books like it’s Borders and           
 That used to exist in my home town and I know now, 
 That it doesn’t exist because it went fucking broke now       

 It’s broke now, how can you take a look? 
10 How did it get its own business model broke by selling books?    
 Well that’s because books you can’t give away for free    
 That’s why we call the lending place the library         

 And this is where they keep the lies buried: a lie-brary 
 That’s me I’m rollin’ librarian: it’s very scary, 
15 Not to have enough vocabulary in your dictionary 
 In your thesaurus this is the chorus we store it, very                                          
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18,20.] We get it down…came to get down.] to get down on the dancefloor, to dance, to participate. The phrase ‘get 
down’ has had a rich genealogy of usage in African-American music since the soul-era, right through to contemporary 
rap music. Thus as a filler it is included through habits borne out of tradition, though it is semantically versatile – Hugo 
employs it twice in ways that connote artistic/textual/spiritual control rather than participation or dancing.  
  20.] dead in the spot.] ‘the spot’ ubiquitously connotes place in street vernacular but here the play of meaning is a 
mental space, and dead in the spotlights, i.e. frozen at a point where continuing action is critical.  
17-20.] rhyme…words/fly ...birds; ready or not/dead in the spot.]  The rhymes scheme changes: each line contains a 
four syllable phrase where the first and last syllable rhyme with those in the next line.  Note also the enabling parallelism/
identical rhyme we just…/we just.. in 18 and 20 ; end phrase alliteration and repetition of ‘r’ and ‘w’ sounds such rhyme/
words and whether/ready (ls.17 and 19); two sets of internal rhymes off/not and feather/whether -‘feathers’ is also meto-
nymic for ‘birds’ – (l.19); the rhymes play of the tight meter of the stanza (ls.18-20 are 13 syllables). 
  21-22.] we deaden a lot.] Similar to anadiplosis: deaden a lot sounds like dead in the spot – the sound pattern is hang-
ing on. Following a pause at the end of l.21, automatic repetition gives way to a critical, sorting and semantic impulse 
– Yes, dead can be a verb (it can’t – but deaden can: it is therefore a line which unconsciously reveals how metonymi-
cal instinct has a logic which doesn’t line up with standard grammar -L. 22 ) - an interjection in what was potentially an 
excessively repetitious loop, bringing sense back into the sound.       
23-24.] Flowing on the grammar check in his thought-stream, Hugo continues to stays in a critical mode, declaring: you 
understand that’s hip-hop it’s most absurd. ’Droppin’ knowledge (i.e. showing intellectual prowess: a mandate of old-
school hip-hop) in a freestyle seems pointless, irrelevant: how can we argue for something if our argument constantly 
changes? Thus as a reference to freestyle, irrelevant thesis, kickin’ it with this exegesis draws attention to the genres 
ephemerality, and the paradoxical motivation to explain everything spontaneously yet thoughtfully. The verbal/lyrical 
dexterity escalates in l.24: internal rhymes, asson., conson. and allit. on 18 syllables jammed into the line.
25.] The snowballing chain rhymes from ll. 23-24 has led to an overdetermined nonsense word – mesis – something so 
common in improvised rap that is better considered a trope rather than a technical error. A skilled freestyler knows how 
to use these nonsense words to their advantage. As earlier with library (l.12), Hugo restructures mesis into me sis, com-
presses it (missus), then with an interrogative inflection frames the whole process comically: Me, sis? No, brother. What 
was initially a potential flub becomes a ludic interlude, retrospectively making sufficient sense out of a nonsense word 
(‘me sis?’ as an abbreviation of ‘me sister (l.26) and also ‘me sissy?’)
25-25.] brother / sister.] have special connotations in an African-American/Christian/Muslim cultural context which has 
bled into popular culture (and markedly through musically inspired artforms such as hip-hop an by extension rap). 
26-28.] A repetitively playful shaping of an image is key to the successful reception of these lines. The clarity of delivery 
is contrasted by the indecisiveness of the character – sister? Brother? no cover, umbrella. 3 out of 4 lines in this stanza 
negate a noun - no brother/no cover/no acapella. Repetition of both consonants and vowels predominates – driving 
the inclusion of filler formulas and phrases. Thus, That’s why I go with no cover(l.26), weak semantically, is irresistible for its 
internal alliteration, assonance and the trisyllabic end rhyme with no brother(l.25). 
28.] kick a rhyme.] deliver rap verse, improvised or written.
29.] so burned.] to burn is slang for many things, including: to deride, make fun of, defeat, cheat. Copying/creating CDs 
and mini-disks is also called burning. so burned … no sun a break in the couplet rhyme scheme, conventional in rap 
music and freestyle rap. words … burned is a slant rhyme.  
  30.] I’m so burnt in this sun] Hugo brings himself into it, making fun of his fair skin. Revealing, admitting, or focusing on 
vulnerabilities is atypical for chart-topping mainstream rap (Kanye West has been cited as an exception), yet is quite 
prevalent among lesser-known artists. (Cf. Bradley, Ch.4 ‘Style’)
30 – 32.] no there’s no sun … no weather.] The ‘no [+ noun]’ scheme, which includes a play on homophones sun/son 
(ls.30-31), metonymically flows into no weather (l.32). In line 31, Metonymy based on gendered family words, with other 
sonic links, link each word: son/sister (linked by allit.); sister/daughter/mother (disyllabic, assonantly linked in the last syl-
lable); the chain of assonance and gendered family nouns terminates with the full rhyme mother/other, breaking off 

 Necessary to rhyme with these words 
 That’s why we get it down  and we just fly like some birds 
 And shake off the feathers whether you ready or not 
20 Now we came to get down an’ we just dead in the spot                                     

 Now we deaden alot, we dead n’        
 Yes dead can be a verb 
 You understand that’s hip-hop it’s most absurd the way I get this 
 Irrelevant thesis, that’s why I’m kickin it with this exegesis                             

25 Now it happens to be mesis - Me sis, missus, me sis? no brother                  
 That’s me sister, that’s why I go with no cover, 
 That’s why I’m undercover with my umbrella 
 And one fella told me I need to kick a rhyme with no acapella                         

 That means a beat, with no words, yes, it’s so burned       
30 I’m so burnt in this sun no there’s no sun                                                            
 No son no sister no daughter no mother no other could be like me                     
 No weather could ever stop me 
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with a self affirmation: no other could be like me. This metonymical listing; a rapid succession of open-ended rejections, 
which carves out a space for the speaker or subject, is a rhetorical trope which serves the egoistic convention of the 
rapper as elite wordsmith.  The weather that Hugo was observing as he rapped was changing from sunny to cloudy. This 
environmental awareness persists despite the sonic exploration/verbal gymnastics (which causes Hugo to flow where 
the rhymes are) evident in this stanza.
33-36.]  Whether the weather is not … hot … cold.] The degree of repetition increases to almost complete parallelism, 
with three lines differing only in the final monosyllables not/hot/cold. This backlooping imbues the freestyler with ma-
chine like attributes (specifically, a loop machine), but is also a basic a trope of speech: a message heard is a message 
repeated three times. The paratactic looping of clauses continues with I’m very … I’m ready – repetition has a powerful 
inertia especially in an improvisational mode such as freestyle.  
38.] con-vent.] Referring to Abbotsford Convent in Abbotsford, Melbourne. Con-tent…con-vent.] Hugo employs a crea-
tive and pragmatic approach to syllable stress – what is aesthetic is also a safety mechanism of the craft. ‘Convent’, 
doesn’t allow for chain rhymes as much as the ‘–vent’ from ‘con-vent’, but in any case the over stressing is needless 
because no such chain rhyme occurs (instead Hugo begins a new couplet blue house/blew out (l.40)). But in reflexively 
stressing both syllables in a word the freestyler improves their lyrical options, for example, delivering the word ‘album’ as 
‘al-bum’ allows for run/fun/stun etc.; a comic twist (al’s bum); an unexpected flipping of the rhymed syllable (al-bum 
… revers-al). 2) When such word breaking becomes second nature, the freestyler can present a relaxed front, knowing 
that whatever word their consciousness flings up, it can generally be brought into line by its component parts – it can 
be recombined as an object of interest in its own right. Further, blending syllables conversationally tends to lead to more 
less articulation generally which makes for muddy, slurring verses.  
39-40.] And now we’re here in my home … blue house.] Hugo’s house has a distinctive blue frontage.  whole head blew 
out (l.40) figuratively refers to a head cold Hugo had at the time he performed the freestyle.
41.] Note the parallelism of my whole head blew out, which extends the figure of house-as-head.
48.] raise it up.] many connotations and used frequently in raps at least since the early 90s (Cf. Ultramagetic MCs ‘Raise 
it Up’ 1993). Raise it up implies an increase in ability, skill, showmanship, virtuosity, consciousness or an ambiguous com-
pound of these things.  
57.] take it down.] this phrase can become habitual for performing freestylers who call on the band or DJ to bring the 
beat to a minimal drum section, or even cut the beat entirely, to allow the beat to be heard a capella. 
49 – 52.]Rapid rhymes in line 49: sky…why I…live…my. Also clever use of effing, creative bastardizing of cliché, return to 
the no…no pattern, how high can he hump allit. for the sake of it, whipped up, nevertheless it is funny, throught pro-
voking (as, say, a pardody of a slogan), generative of mental images, and practical in feeding the continuous chain 
rhymes.  
42 – 44.] Wrongly or rightly.] Composed or improvised, raps often calls for listener and artist to occupy space dominated 
by binary structures – ‘you can go with this, or you can go with that – (Black Sheep, The Choice is Yours, Mercury/Poly-
gram, 1991)’ Here the formation is especially appealing in its assonant and antithetical symmetry.  Keep it all tightly 
‘Tightness’ describes a hip-hop aesthetic that relates to clearly articulated, confidently executed and sophisticated 
work. Bruce Banner A cultural reference: the alter ego for the Hulk (a famous character in Marvel Comics and film) is 
Bruce Banner, a scientist. 
45 – 48.]  45.]  fire in the booth.] a set phrase common in hip hop. Booth refers to a recording booth. The conceit is that 
an extremely skilled session in the studio sets the recording booth on fire. 
… the sky is my roof.] a lot of personal pronouns and filler phrases supporting a similar structure as ll.17-20 except five syl-
lables instead of four. The pronouns aren’t personal but inter-personal statements, positions of subjective engagement 
with the highly structured succession of images. 

 Whether the weather is not
 Whether the weather is hot   
35 Or whether the weather is cold 
 I’m very bold, I’m ready to get down and I’m sold       

 We were con-tent not to go to the convent  
 And now we’re here in my home, we call it the blue house           
40 And yeah, it’s like my whole head blew out                                     

 My whole head blew out like the windows                                       
 It’s like the wind blows through my brain every time this thing goes    
 Wrongly or rightly, I keep it all tightly like a spanner  
 I’ve got it like bruce banner                 

45 I’m ready to smash it down like I was just a fire in the booth  
 Now I’m a get down and this fuckin wire is the proof 
 That I’m connected, to this yes I’m high with my truth,  
 I came to raise it up man: the sky is my roof                                                  

 The sky is the limit, that’s why I get live with my lyrics            
50 And I’m ready to get it down man, no effing speed limits 
 No see me jump, see, how high can he hump                                
 No, it’s not me, no speed bumps                       
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53.] kick it this could be read as kick [the rhymes] i.e. rap, kick it [off] i.e. start, or another sense that loosely suggests the 
immediacy of delivery, verbally and musically.  
53-56.] The repetitive pattern of parallelism - I am the one to kick it, I am the one that writ it, I never wrote it, I …uses 
parataxis (basically excluding conjunctions from the syntax), truncating multiple declarations into a couple of bars. The 
effect is a schizoid indecisiveness guiding these and previous lines – no, it’s not me (l.53) is countered with I am the one 
that writ it, which is confused with I never wrote it – subjectivity is being contested.
54.] floaty … floater.]  the descent into toilet humour after the sky is my roof (l.53) is proof of how catastrophically dan-
gerous freestyle would be perceived as an expessive practice for celebrities and public figures. Consider this (and the 
‘screw-it asshole’ joke) as evidence that self-critical faculties are turned off (Liu).   
  57-59.] Take it down …understand…all here.] This line can be divided into strong three syllable chunks. It’s also scans as 
a trochaic line ending in a spondee (SW SW SW SS) 
 And plundered land…all here The internal rhyme doubles up, making up for the repeating all here (a device known as 
epistrophe). Iambic, also ending with a spondee
 We’re all standing on it This qualification/semantic support of the preceding line: plundered land is what we stand - 
which has been clipped to the point where meaning or clarity of meaning is sacrificed – is common in freestyle and 
many early raps. The entire line flips from the iambic, back to trochaic, with the last foot ending in (WS). 
60-64.] my filler word is understand Hugo is feeding in recent conversation (Hugo and I discussed filler words in freestyle) 
into an improvised self reflection. He explains I repeat it a lot to get the message, right now I stress it. Getting and stress-
ing ‘the message’ connotes a stylistic mandate for Hugo – that of pushing improvised lyrical content along with rhythmic 
verbal sound-play. 
The final two lines are made up of four short sentences linked through parataxis [asyndeton?] –cutting out conjunctions 
allows for more rhymes in a shorter space facts/back/axe. Knowing when to conclude a freestyle, with the form’s irresist-
ible tendency to rambling, can be difficult. To this end Hugo employs the non-sequitur offering here is an axe, chopping 
the verse off, providing an opportunity to take a break or pass the mic.   

 I am the one to kick it, I am the one that writ it
 I never wrote it I get floaty like a floater in the toilet  
55 But we just flush it down 
 You understand that I’m ready to smack the king: take his fucking crown  

 Take it down, you understand it’s all here  
 And plundered land is what we stand all here  
 We’re all standing on it - yeah wonderland   
60 I wanted to reference that my fill word is understand  

 I repeat it a lot to get the message, right now I stress it 
 That’s why we get it lessened 
 Yes, learn the lesson, learn the facts  
 Alright I take it back, here is an axe  

Photo courtesy of Kayo Turner
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1-2.] blooded…wanted.] There is no unusual stress on the final syllables to force the rhyme. Instead an array of allit. and 
conson. on the ‘t’s is employed within each line (hunter hunts …what it wanted) and between each line (first/face) to 
strengthens the rhythm of the line. Additional sound patterning is provided by repetition of blooded (anadiplosis).   
3-4.] plant …gets potted, has its own situational logic, alliteration, it carries on the rhyme from wanted (l.2).
it goes round like a snooker ball…/gets potted: a morphing from the plant image to a snooker image, the repetition 
of potted with a different sense to the previous iteration is an example of antanaclasis, a rhetorical trope that benefits 
the freestyler, who is dependent on the semantic richness of words that will often be regardless, for sonic functions they 
serve. 
5-8.] … in the pocket.] this repetition of words at the end of a line is called epistrophe (which, because it’s continual use 
deviates from the conventional rap verse structure that drives toward variety of end rhymes, is fairly difficult to manage 
in freestyle). Here it continues the antanaclasis on pocket playing a real-life, situational sense (i.e. a pocket on a snooker 
table) against the conceptual, abstract sense (as denoting rhythmic concinity/matching). Note the functional fillers 
That’s why / raise it up / Understand, which facilitate a sense of explanation whilst rhythmically connecting phrases and 
ideas. Repetition of we keep and up to the (ls.5,6 and 7) engage and orientates the attention of the audience – so that 
regardless of ‘actual meaning’ the listener hangs on to the words through an empathic participatory reflex. 
An obvious rhyme to pocket – (fly like a) rocket – is a cliché; juvenile, amateurish qualities which Hugo nevertheless 
exploits by linking rocket to orbit (l.7) and then zooming out, framing Earth with an epithet: the orbital. By provoking won-
der, scaling magnitude, and simulating planetary observation Hugo is choosing words and phrases that play empathy 
over rational sense. The considerable ambiguity of the orbital is of little consequence provided we have flown up in the 
rocket (the cliché is justified) with Hugo. 
9-12.] In these lines, explicating the previous figure of the orbital, lyrical variety has been sacrificed for the sake of expli-
cation. Instead ploce and parallelism take redundancy [orality] to an extreme. However explicating a model of orbiting 
planets through excessive looping conceptually fits – a rare foregrounding of thematic flow over rhythmic flow.
 16.]  we up in this]  meaning we are here in this [location]
18.] Tierra Del Fuego.] Spanish for ‘Land of Fire’: an archipelago off the southernmost tip of South America. 
20.] we bringing it To ‘bring it’ is typically used in a competitive, agonistic context (e.g. bring the fight, bring the game 
etc.) to refer to an nonspecific power relevant to that context.
13-20.]  The parallelism has taken over the rhyme structure in these stanzas – particularly anaphora. The morphing of 
moon-related phenomena into isolated geographical extremes in the northern and southern hemispheres (Nova Scotia 
in Canada and Tierra Del Fugeo in Argentina respectively). Hugo translates the Spanish of the latter – his thought-flow still 
very much on the instructive, explicatory wavelength.
21-24.] The restless patterns of repetition and image morphing are transposed from planetary cycle to human cycles. 
The curse that dooms us to an uncertain wandering (the story of Cain, or Lazarus for instance) also exalts humankind to 
the level of planets each one of us is a moon (l.24) – the original wanderers.

Verse #4

 See, the first time a hunter hunts an animal it gets blooded 
 Blooded on the face cos it’s what it wanted 
 It’s like a plant that gets potted and then it goes round like a snooker ball  
 That’s when it gets potted in the pocket 

5 That’s why we keep the rhythm in the pocket 
 We keep it all raise it up here and fly like a rocket 
 Up to the sky, up to the straight orbit 
 Understand that this is what the orbital calls it  

 That’s what the Earth calls the sun
10 Swap the Earth, the Eart- the moon calls the sun the orbital 
 Now the moon orbits the sun 
 And the Earth and moon orbit the sun, together 

 That’s why we stay under the weather, cos it’s pullin’ the tides 
 That’s why understand that we are here and ride 
15 Our own ride it’s called no-va scotia 
 Cos we up in this roller coaster  

 It’s like this, when we try to escape  
 It’s like fuego or, Tierra del fuego 
 It’s like the Earth of land, the fire of Earth 

20 That’s why we bringing it, that’s why we just cursed  
 We cursed to be on this Earth from birth 
 And then we come out the stomach and wonder what the hell we’re worth 
 But we are birthed by the Earth that’s why we orbit it ourselves that’s our curse 
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25.] tune that must finish Now the human cycles are figured as song cycles. The cliché of life as a song comes up in the 
next line, contracted and distorted.  
29-36.] …tune … finish.] becomes tuna fish which gets caught up in a nonsense couplet with ludafice – an interjection 
of sonal play - self-refentiality without meaning, spiraling in on itself. As a freestyle rapper the virtue of these nonsensical 
and surreal extremes is in their capacity to yield a fresh topic, or a novel object of attention, which can then be free-
styled into an instructive narrative. In this case punching a fish in the face - an image either comic or disturbing, is taken 
up as a metaphor, around which the fish of the world are figured as a character, making a speech.
42-47.] The three couplets are single syllable, stressed, and close in sound match. The fish speak in short sentences, a 
general tendency in freestyle - although Hugo does employ enjambment (we gave legs / to)to stay within the meter 
48-49.] Man you need to check it.] The fish are talking in the glocal (global + local) vernacular of hip-hop, the tone of 
which is often a conflicted balance of serious humour. And the forced mosaic rhyme superior/rear of ya is comic, juxta-
posing a call for retrospection with the possibility of a fish making a bum joke.      
52-55.] Earth ‘pops up’ relexively as an antonym to sea. Connect / respect is an example of an end/internal scheme. 
Sea is a cycle alliteration of the ‘s’ sound, continuing into line 55 as consonance with maelstrom this is and finishing with 
alliteration and a slant/forced rhyme survival.
56-59.] Keeping up the couplet scheme, backlooping on sea, and once again engaging with extended personification: 
it’ll be like “yo you and who’s army?” / It’s gonna stand up when we revenge you with a tsunami. The pronouns in the 
last are a little confused – consistently accurate articulation of subject and object may relay on self-critical and self cen-
soring faculties that are relatively passive in the rapping process – but the tsunami is clearly presented as the weapon of 
the sea.

 Each one of us is a moon, each one of us is a planet and born too soon 

25 Each one of us will die when we’re really just a tune that must finish,  
 That’s why we’re just in it 
 That’s why the end of the song is not the destination  
 The dance is my destination: here’s my destiny 

 Check the destination to be this destiny  
30 I’m rockin’ it on a radio station I’m tuned in 
 It’s like a tuna fish: I tune a tuna fish til it’s ludicrous  
 New way til it’s ludafice 

 Oh my goodness, check this newer fist 
 It’s punching through  
35 Punching a fish in the face 
 How can that happen, it’s a disgrace 

 But that’s a metaphor for what we humans are doing 
 To the previous states of evolution that came before them 
 We literally came from fish and then we punched them with our fist 
40 Back in them that’s why we put in dishes and whole dishes and garbage pails in the sea
 And what do you think the fish really see?  

 They’re like “Man, look at this we’re on the lower peg 
 We’re gettin dumped on by the cats that we gave legs 
 To - we crawled on the land 
45 Then they put rubbish back in: that’s not the plan 
 

 That was not the plan of this evolution shit 
 That’s why they called back “Man you’ve been tricked!” 

 You’ve been tricked if ya think you’re superior 
 Man you need to check it, check the rear of ya 
50 We’re the rear of ya, you came from the sea you came from the ocean 
 And now you’re puttin in potions deceptively” 

 That’s why the Earth, the humans can connect
 Back with this respect of the sea
 And they understand: finally that the sea is a cycle
55 It’s rollin through like a maelstrom this is survival

 You cannot put nuclear waste in the sea
 And then expect it to act respectfully
 In respect of you, it’ll be like “Yo - you and who’s army?” 
 It’s gonna stand up when we revenge you with a tsunami
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60-63.] …tsunami.] has become shorthand for the Tohoku earthquake and tsunami of 2011, which is caused the Fuku-
shim Daiichi nuclear disaster. …fuck you up with nuclears: nuclears here connotes a devastating combination of 
nuclear disasters and explosions, while we’ll be in here like Hiroshimas and Nagasaki are here eponyms (a metonym and 
epithet where the name of a person or place denotes something with which it is closely associated) for the devasta-
tion wrought by atomic bombs (WWII 1945) - the sea, personified here in a fit of rage, is adopting a historically conscious 
cultural shorthand, for the violence it plans to wreak on humans.
63-67.] You know truly brings us back to the rapper, the default persona Hugo adopts as narrator. …we’ll fuck up the 
whole planet for still eating that sushi. This line comes in a single, uninterrupted run, alliteration, assonance (esp. on still 
eating that sushi) and consonance demonstrating rapidity, clarity and lyrical dexterity. The line has conclusive force, 
and now triggers a winding down: in the subsequent chain rhyme (wishes/fishes/vicious/dishes) Hugo pauses at the 
caesura, his flow is more languid. 
68-71.] The narrative elements in the preceding lines is concluded with, the one missive, to get our rank on. A twisting of 
a ubiquitous kind of American idiom which has the formula ‘get (one’s) (noun) on’, for example: ‘Get our game on’ to 
mean ‘We’re preparing for or playing a game’ or ‘Get my drink on’ which connotes heavy consumption of alcohol. In 
the context of the fish vs. humankind narrative and clarified in line 70 with Get our rank higher, the missive might be ‘rise 
in the evolutionary ranks’ – but the colloquial phrasing emphasises the genuine, rather than sententious aspects of that 
call. Fuck the whales  This line is both punchline for shock value and consistent with the theme of a holistic evolutionary 
awareness.  Whales, can be considered as a synecdoche for mammals. Plankton are the prey of most whale species, 
and also representative of the biologically alien and neglected. Instead of being empathically absorbed with mam-
mals, Hugo sides with other phyla in the animal kingdom.   
  

60 Straight through you, runnin through with this plan
 Yeah, We’ll fuck you up with nuclears Japan
 We’ll be in here like Hiroshimas
 We’ll be there with Nagasaki and they can’t even feel us   

 You know truly, we’ll fuck up the whole planet for still eating that sushi 
65 Even though we’ve got this, they know the wishes 
 Still humanity overfishes, And it’s so vicious:  
 All for the desire to put this stuff on ya dishes

 But here we have one missive
 To cure the sea and get our rank on, 
70 Get our rank higher, 
 Fuck the whales I just wanna save the plank-ton  

Photo courtesy of Kayo Turner
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l.]  I bless the cord.] instead of ‘bless the mic/microphone’ – a circumlocutory reference to rapping frequently heard at 
open mics) – Emptyness acknowledges the cord instead. Starting with a short line with few syllables is a common tech-
nique; it prepares for contrasting syllabic density and emphasises a topic.    
2-4.] While Emptyness’s style is based on chain rhyming (there are 4 separate rhyme chains in this verse, for instance) he 
is careful to weave these chains into coherent images and dramatic flourishes. Within the rhyme run:  middle…cable…
unable...logical…stable, Emptyness repeats cable (anadiplosis). The redundancy serves a dramatic or narrative pur-
pose:  a brief personification of the microphone cable, a piece of technology rapping back to the rapper. 
5.] I can’t really even … for the moment.] Redundancy again (here for the sake of rhythm). really even and for the mo-
ment are some of Emptyness’ favourite fillers, they can be inserted in the line where extra syllables are needed. Addi-
tionally, phrases like …make it happen, which could stand alone grammatically as a sentence, are conveniently am-
biguous so as not to create any semantic clashes (in this case it might refer to Emp’s narrated trouble with ‘the cable’)  
The line is dense with multi syllables but is not merely a functional rhythmic interlude. I can’t metonymically flows on from 
l. 3: (man you’re) unable, while pray picks up from line 1: bless. Subconsciously engaging in rapid metonymy is a critical 
aspect of freestyle, and furthermore a guiding principle in approaching a freestyle rap aesthetics.  
6.] It’s all good do it all day.] Clichés, or pre-fabricated set phrases, are a vital mainstay for rappers (either as spontane-
ous elaborations on written and rehearse rhymes or raps delivered ‘off the top of the dome’, meaning improvised and 
performed spontanesouly) in a way that coincides with Milman Parry’s (et al.) ‘Oral-Formulaic Theory’ regarding oral 
epic poetry such as Homer’s Illiad and The Odyssey.
Hot like a broken arrow.] Hot means stolen, broken arrow is US Airforce code for the situation when a nuclear warhead 
goes missing. The allusion is also pop cultural: Broken Arrow is a film directed by John Woo in 1996.   
12.] I blaze the flames.]  Typically this is a euphemism/synecdoche for smoking marijuana, although in this context the 
phrase cross references with other flame/fire figures, which connote an inspired, passionate rap flow, and an interplay of 
those flows. 
11- 13.] I bring the chains.] Consciously invoked or not, chains are a perfect metaphor for the dynamic of enabling con-
straint which is characteristic of freestyle. Chains link up and make connections (contained/chains…blaze the flames/ 
…again and again), but they also bind and lock up: preventing imagery from developing past the point of naming. I 
bring the chains could also obliquely refers to a number of pop cultural figures, such as Spawn (a character from Image 
Comics). 
14.] Repetition is not discrete to form. Alliteration, for example, matches speech sounds in initial syllables but another 
kind of matching (matching morphology for instance) might slip into the rapper’s word-stream. The alliteration of con-
tain/chains bleeds into cipher (which matches morphologically): an eye rhyme in the mind’s eye. 
14-15.] The unwinding is played out in the rapid chain /rhyming/highlighting/lines in/mind/defining/final, at this point Emp 
pauses from the syllable onslaught, as if discovering something, emphasising the preciousness of the… little bit of gold 

FreestyleLong  Transcript 2 - Emptiness and Zulu freestyle at the IDGAFF Bar: 
[source: EmptinessEtAl.mts]

The transcipts below have been selected from recordings of a small one-off event: a GHC cipher 
or open-mic jam held before short prewritten sets by Zulu and Emptiness. Held at IDGAFF Bar in 
Abbotsford, Producer, MC and musician J-Waters (aka Jarrit Waters) was the sound technician, 
whileU-Wish (aka James Harris) was the DJ. The freestyles were thus delivered on microphones, 
over a variety of beats selected by U-Wish, and (...) on drums. Unlike Hugo’s long verses, the mic 
sharing expected in a cipher has limited Emptiness and Zulu to verses of around 16-20 bars. 

Emptiness Verse 1

 I bless the cord: 
 I tried to stick it in the middle of the cable 
  The cable says back to me: “man you’re unable”  
 “Your logical brain ain’t stable”
5  I can’t really even make it happen for the moment but I pray 
  It’s all good do it all day 
  As we be chillin’ down at the sight
   Of my vision like a hallway it’s narrow
  I got it hot like a broken arrow 
10 When it comes to blazin’ freestyle and staying shallow 
 Waters nah I’m the inner beast that can’t stay contained 
 I bring the chains, in this cipher when we blaze the flames
 Again, and again and we get it unwindin’ and we rhyming 
 That’s the way we highlighting all the lines in my mind that I be defining the final 
15 Little bit of gold, from the soul 
 Let me see what time my mind watch these lyrics just evolve
 Like apes to man grace the microphone
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from the soul. This style (which Emp makes his own) is rhythmically illustrative, rather than cogently instructive.  
17.] evolve/Like apes to man.] Words like evolve, transform, change, often trigger similes in freestyle.  
19.] what up Zulu … joining me in the jam.] What up is short for ‘What’s up?’ A jam is analogous to a cipher.
18-21.] Emp demonstrates considerable lyrical dexterity with the chain man/plan/hand/jam/span/diaphragm. From ini-
tial and internal rhymes to the end rhyme “final”: highlighting/lines/mind are slant rhymes, mind/finding is an apocopat-
ed rhyme. at the moment every single time The filler allows Emptyness to deliver his style-specific chain rhymes, however 
this necessary habit leads to certain filler phrases becoming lyrical crutches.  
20-21] brain take a wider span…diaphragm.] the brain to body association frames the multisyllabic couplet – often 
these clever metonymically rhymed combinations are referred to as punchlines, however they might be more usefully 
described as miniature topics. A freestyler is constantly opening up topics, to keep the track ‘fresh’, and to have a se-
lection of images to loop back on or to tangentially explore.   Emptyness passes the mic with a flourish of alliteration.

1.]  We got the sound.] A short, inclusive hype-man set phrase. The sound denotes a cutting edge, a fresh musical rein-
vention (cf. the concept of musical genre in afrodiasporic music such as jazz, funk, hip-hop).    
2.] Abbotsford town.] Geography frequently features in improvised lyrics. While there are historical, cultural stipulations 
that geography ought to be represented in rap, a freestyler will often name-drop just for the topical and lexical imput. 
3-5.] circulate around … cipher circles keep it liver.] Emptyness might be referring to a circle of people talking and 
smoking outside the bar at the time, or making a general point that a circle (cipher) on the street is more ‘live’ (i.e. raw 
and spontaneous) than passing the mic up on stage.  Note the use of enjambment in lines 3,4: get the cipher / up on 
stage 
Spiral up inside the cipher…vital.] Note the multisyllablic initial and end rhymes, allit., slant rhyme, and finally the multisyl-
lable vowel (or perfect?) rhymes spiral/vital bookending line 5. Emptyness is leading the audience and himself into the 
circular cipher movements.
6.] creeping … system.] Thematically the movement through the circular imagery has switched to a conflated space of 
mind and computer circuitry, expressing a double association of virus – which affects programs and mental/bodily pro-
cesses alike. Departure from couplet scheme, the rhythm is carried through alliteration, rather than conventional rhyme, 
on the line ends vital/virus. 
6-8.] like a virus /that is viral.] More enjambment. until it’s final / like the nightly form.] while ambiguous taken as a run on 
line, the nightly form that is final could be interpreted as a simile for death, which Emptyness has improvised, invented on 
the spot. Interestingly, the nightly form works as an epithet, it is in fact close to a kenning (an epithet where two nouns 
are used to denote one, common in the Norse sagas, cf. Princeton et. al).       
9-10.] From the filler every single time,there is a pattern of alternating assonance playing on the short and long ‘i’ 
sounds: ([eve]ry…si[ngle]…this…ig[nite]) alternate with (time…mic…[ig]nite); this alternation pattern continues in down-
graded from a raincloud to breakout (l.10). Which runs on to of any...  continuing the regular enjmabent in this verse 
11-12.]given cage now…bringing all the flames out.] favouring explosive or flame-based imagery, and a tight flow, 
Emp.’s delivery crams in internal rhymes and pushing assonance to the limit. This principle of forcing words to rhyme – to 
reflect and bounce off each other – is fundamental to rap reading and the delivery of rap lyrics, which cease to metri-
cally flow when enunciated with the accents of normal speech. 
13-14.] the rib cage … get the game.] a mixing of figurative language - anatomical, inclusive, suggestive of flame – 

 At the moment every single time I got a plan to place in the hand 
 What up Zulu thanks for joining me in the jam 
20 Yo I, grab that microphone make my brain take a wider span
 Rippin rhymes from ya diaphragm

Emptiness Verse 2

 We got the sound
 Chillin’ out at the moment in the middle of Abbotsford town
 Circulate around try to get the cypher 
 Up on stage but it’s like the circles keep it liver
5 Spiral, up inside the cipher til it’s vital 
 Creeping through the system of your mind like a virus.
 That is viral, until it’s final 
 Like the nightly form
 Every single time this microphone ignite the storm
10 Downgraded from a raincloud to break out
 Of any given cage now 
 We bringing all the flames out 
 From our chest yes the rib cage  
 Is the candle wax that we sit around this way to get the game
15 I got a fire burn eternal from my belly and chest
 I’m not sitting at home with the telly no, that’s not a yes
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capped with opaque street talk: get the game, which is completely open to interpretation.  
  15-16.] I got/I’m not…from my belly/with the telly…and chest/that’s not a yes.] rhymes and phrasal matching between 
the lines reveals how closely Emp. sticks to his lines. Every sound in the line is being processed, the strongest stressed 
sounds are getting looped back into the next line even as each line has its own internal rhythm, rhyme and repetition 
(e.g. line 15 burn eternal and 16 at home/telly no).  

1.] express my own pain.]  Zulu repeats the last line from a preceding freestyler’s verse then contracts the phrase to form 
explain. Therefore let me explain appears as if it is merely sonic restructuring or, as a cliché, formulaic selection. However 
the chain of rhymes and the iterations of next+noun serve a narrative function too.  
2-4.] Next brain…next plan …next plan…next plane…next blam! Example of lyrical density - – next brain is a synecdoche 
for a human being, and must be instinctually understood as such for next plan to make sense. Next plan…next plane 
the plan is now known to us …towers next blam! Towers refers to the Twin Towers of the World Trade Centre in New York. 
The plane was the one used in the terrorist plane-jacking on September 11th, 2001. Zulu is taking advantage of the 
remarkable shorthand that develops in the wake of major world events – the kind that change the associative web of 
language, forming eponyms from the date or place of occurrence. The four lines function as a chain rhyme section and 
micro story: Introduction, explication and conclusion is packed into ten seconds in real time. Looking back now at the 
first line, Zulu has explained a characters pain (a victim of the 911 plane-jacking). 
5-6.] Zulu reflexively qualifies and defends the plane-jacking reference with I’m not a terrorist, and I never try to edit it – 
freestylers often reflexively correct instances where flippant commentary touches on sensitive subjects.  
7-10] I’m like Edison Zulu references Thomas Edison, the American inventor.  i-deas…quite weird…quite weird...quite 
sweet] this chain of mixed repetition and slant rhymes allows Zulu to demonstrate his atypical accent and its versatility. 
type 2 diabetic flow.] a deliberately weird metonym for fat (alternately spelled phat), an adjective typically applied to 
rap beats and rap flows - high quality and bass heavy.       
12.] rock it like a popular simile rock as a verb in this context means to do all the things a competent MC is meant to do: 
move crowds, stay in the pocket of the beat, generally perform well – the verb is powerful in its ambiguity and connota-
tive breadth. bryce lee.] possibly a mashing together of famous author Bryce Courtenay and martial artist/actor Bruce 
Lee, who was especially a cult figure to the 1980’s hip-hop generation (Cf. George, p.53). 
14.] Zulu.] taken in its hip-hop context, Zulu’s name is an allusion to the Zulu Nation, an institution founded by hip-hop 
pioneer Afrika Bambaataa, dedicated to the preservation and dissemination of hip-hop and Afrocentrism. 
15 - 16.] flow/mystical.] an extreme example of a forced rhyme. spit it.] spit rhymes, deliver rhymes.
17 – 21.] mystical/telemetry metonymically suggests telepathy. Sort of like telemetry … edit clean a chain of seven 
rhymes leaning heavily on contracting and doubling of syllables, and parallelisms sort of like tele- (ls.17,20); get it (l.21) – 
which echoes get it like earlier in the verse. Zulu tends to repeat and recombine certain words. Grab, microphone, like, 

 No we got the fresh 
 Freestyles from the bottom this is what she said 
 What she said 

Zulu Verse#3

 Express my own pain let me ex-plain
 Yes I’m the next brain aww with the next plan
 The next plan: maybe I will catch the next plane
 The one that did it dove into the towers next blam!
5 Aww yes I’m not a terrorist  
 And then I grab the microphone my lyrics yo I never try to edit it
 Yes I’m like Edison – I got I-deas
 I got a thousand but only one of ‘em are quite weird
 And then I get it like this and yo I’m quite weird 
10 Type 2 diabetic flow like I’m quite sweet 
 On the nightly
 How I rock it like I’m Bryce Lee woops! I meant the Bruce Lee
 Check it on the loose leaf
 Who’s he? He’s that new MC –what- the Zulu, the MC 
15 Th-Th-That’s… the flow 
 I grab it yo and I spit it mystical 
 Sort of like telemetry
 Whenever I get a need
 You don’t know what’s this the word I said telemetry
20 That means I read ya mind sort of like telepathy 
 Get it see? Get it B yes I am a edit clean
 Check out me on my flow when I’m on microphone 
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check, edit and flow all come up more than once.
25.] U-Wish … on the decks.] U-Wish (aka James Harris) is the DJ playing/mixing and scratching (on the decks = on the 
turntables) over the instrumentals during the freestyle session.     

 1-6.] blastin’ it … carving it.] The utility of pronouns in the chaining of rhymes is evident here: blasting it, sparking this, ev-
erlasting this, sharp as this, carving it. Five of the six linked rhymes include pronouns. Aside from arsonists (a heavily used 
word in rap lyrics, cf. rapgenius.com) the chain of trisyllabic rhymes depends on pairing pronoun with a disyllabic word.
The passage varies between short and long lines (effectively short and long runs) combining the feats of rhyming with 
syllable packing. The poetry of the freestyle is largely in its metonymical stitching together of words that also rhythmi-
cally fit: arsonists - from the flame – at the moment – sparking. The three long lines in this section are all include signature 
freestyle fillers: at the moment (l.3), ever really even (l.5), with the microphone (l.6). 
 6.] never hard hearted - SWSS is stress heayy, with two closely related vowel rhymes playing off each other, launching 
the line that will carry the last multisyllabic chain rhyme
8.] Note the metonymy (frees association): carving to body part/technology compound handset (referring to the mic) 
to squeeze this (open to interpretation as Emp coins a figurative use of the verb).
9-10.] camera aperture forcing the sounds to match, which is a ‘natural’ choice considering the semantic associations. 
Zulu flowin’ Playing on Zulu’s full MC name: Zulu Flow. 
12-21.] From line 12, grab the mic, at the point where the long ‘i’ sound enters the freestyle, it sets off a series of repeti-
tions and rhymes – all carrying that sound – a rapid chain that reaches a peak in line 15, subsides, and builds up again in 
line 19. The long ‘i’ diphthong tends to a self-sustaining replication not only because it is generally ubiquitous in English, 
but importantly because the sound constitutes the personal pronoun, I, the hugely versatile like, conceptually rich con-
cepts such as time, mind, rhyme which are also relevant to the craft of freestyling.
18-19.] “Can I sample that?”I’m like “no”.] Rap music is fundamentally based on sampling practices, including vocals 
– it would be high flattery to the freestyler for their work to be sampled. But Emp points his stance on freestyle is that it 
is  One time for ya mind like nitro. That is, it’s a one time only performances like nitrous oxide sprayed with fuel into an 
engine to increase power.    
 1-21.] Flames, and things associated with fire, are frequently drawn up idiomatically by Emptyness. The flame as inspira-

 I’m like no it’s not the way I do it now
 Just open the moment and just focus my mind
25 U-wish U-wish on the decks
 U-wish U-wish on the decks

Emptiness Verse 3

 Yeah we blastin it
 Just arsonists 
 Deep from the flame at the moment when we sparking this
 Everlasting this 
5 No one’s ever really even half as ha-sharp as this 
 Never hard hearted with the microphone we be carving it 
 Up in million pieces, believe this
 We got it in the handset to squeeze this, reach with 
 I have the camera, with the camera aperture open 
10 Taking a, video of Zulu flowin
 Always knowing I would wait until the next
 Beat to grab the mic
 Cos this is twice as high 
 For me to ignite 
15 I rhyme on mics when I’m a light it like a candle
 Make it like an elephant stampede - always set to trample
 And when I freestyle dudes are like:
  “Can I sample that?”I’m like “no”  
 One time for ya mind like ni-tro 
20 My rhyme flows out my brain
 So who am I ignite the whole show
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tion, flame of creation, flame as rapidly burning artistic passion – however the trope is configured, it compliments the 
sequences of chain rhymes, the syllable packing and dense sound patterning supporting the chain lines.          
  1-3.] Mix master man/…Mike/ ...mastering the mic.] Picking up the alliterative phrase and identical rhyme, the repeti-
tion, is qualified in line 3 - I’m not a mix master –in the same way that Hugo retracts a declaration in in his Verse #1. Emp 
is negating the claim because he is not a DJ, and specifically he is not Mix Master Mike aka Michael Schwartz (a re-
knowned turntableist and member of the Beastie Boys). The homophone play on Mix Master Mike to mastering the mic 
weds the chief equipment of rap – the turntable/mixer and the microphone.   
4-6.] [consonance -s-] [following the s-consonance] [allit on g and residually on s]
8-9.] smoke signals…sky / …some folk.] Note the repeating sets of alliteration – this pair of lines do not rhyme with the 
conventional end rhyme – furthermore the f in folk (f is phonologically linked to s) ending line 10 pushes the sibilance
10 pushes the sibilance forward, into the run on line That is simple.
15.] Every single time ... speakers blown] the verbal percussion here combined with a spectacular boast is partly a result 
of set phrases, and Emp’s unique abilty to chain rhyme like sounds speak/reach/peeps/speakers and still hit the end 
rhyme with flow in l.14.
17,] guaranteed to get.] repeating the phrase in l.6.  
19.] hogging on this.] In a cipher or freestyle session, courtesy is of some importance, the unspoken rule is that after 16 
bars, the longer one raps, the more one will be perceived as hogging the mic.   blaze.] Emp. reference of the mic as a 

Emptiness Verse 7

 Mix master man 
 Mix master mike 
 I’m not a mix master just a master of the mic 
 When I be sparking up tonight I be the arsonist to write on the page  
5 Put a little bit about peddling 
 Put it in the cipher guaranteed to get it, sizzling 
 But we keep bringing it
 Only til the smoke signals go up to the sky
 When they can form smoke signals for some folk 
10 That is simple: it’s just true
 Maybe we can get a little bit more thinking in this place
 Or some consciousness bring it in your brain 
 I don’t know, I don’t need to know 
 I’ve got that even flow 
15 Every single time I speak to reach the peeps gets the speakers blown
 Speakers blow up - so explosive
 Guaranteed to get my hat on the mic and get corrosive.
 As we melt it down: melted chains and now the rain
 I’m kinda hoggin’ on this microphone so pass it back to you to blaze

Photo courtesy of Quashani Bahd
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Glossary

Sources or this glossary include The New Princeton Encyclopedia Of Poetry 
And Poetics* and the Enclclopedia of Rap and Hip Hop Culture**

Acapella – Performed without music.  

Alliteration – repetition of initial consonants 

Anadiplosis – the repetition of the last word of a preceding clause. The word is used at the 
end of a sentence and then repeated at the beginning of the next line or sentence. 

Anaphora – repetition of the first part of a line

Antanaclasis – repetition of a word with a different meaning implied each time

Apoesis – a pause for emotive or poetic effect

Assonance – repetition/rhyming of vowel sounds within words

Battle; Battling – A contest between MCs or rappers, freestyled or written and rehearsed. 
Hip-hop developed as a competitive art form, insofar as the public decided which rap 
artist, rap crew, or Bboy was the best in relation to his peers or challengers. (Bynoe)

Bboy/Bgirl – aka Break Boy/Bronx Boy. Bboying represents the dance element of hip-hop 
culture. DJ Kool Herc is credited with coining the term. The mainstream term is “break-
dancing”.

Beat – the musical score over which a rapper delivers his verses

Beat boxing – Making music with the mouth. Rhythm, beats and melody are achieved 
with the mouth and throat alone, simulating anything from musical instruments to turnta-
ble scratching and creating a wide range of sound effects. (Bynoe)

Beat Maker – a producer: usually using sampling technology or software to make beats 
for rappers.

Breaking/Breakdancing – a form of dancing involving fast and gymnastic floor-work, rapid 
transitions from standing to ground

Cipher – a performance circle that signifies unity. The cipher is hip=hop’s sacred space, 
where MCs freestyle, passing the microphone or rhymes to one another.

Consonance – the rhyming of internal consonants

Cut, the/Cuts - In African American music, a cut “overtly insists on the repetitive nature 
of the music, by abruptly skipping it back to another beginning which we have already 
heard. Moreover, the greater the insistence on the pure beauty and value of repetition, 

* Preminger, Alex, Associate Eds.: Frank J. Warnke and OB Hardison Jr., Princeton University Press, 1965.
**Bynoe, Yvonne, Greenwood Press, 2006.
1. Snead quoting Chernoff.  Snead (1984). “Repetition as a Figure of Black Culture” in Black Literature and Literary Theory 
(p.59-80), ed. Henry Louis Gates, Jr. London: Routledge p.69
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the greater the awareness must also be that repetition takes place not on the level of mu-
sical development or progression, but on the purest tonal and timbric level” (Snead 1984, 
p.69, drawing on Chernoff 1979) .

Decks - turntables used for playing records

Dozens - A game of spoken words between two contestants, common in African-Ameri-
can communities, where participants insult each other until one gives up. It is customary 
for the Dozens to be played in front of an audience of bystanders, who encourage the 
participants to reply with more egregious insults to heighten the tension and consequent-
ly, to be more interesting to watch. Among African-Americans it is also known as “sound-
ing”, “joning”, “woofing”, “wolfing”, “sigging”, or “signifying”, while the insults themselves 
are known as “snaps

Dubstep – a genre of electronic music characterised by syncopated drum and percus-
sion patterns, often with heavy emphasis on ambience and space within the music. A 
number of MCs and rappers today perform and record tracks over dubstep.

Epizeuxis – repeating a word three or more times with no spaces in between.

Filler – A word or phrase an MC employs frequently for metrical and rhythmical purposes 
or for other purposes including drawing out a line long enough for a new rhyme or sound 
combination.

Flow – At its heart, an individual time signature. The rapper’s own idiosyncratic approach 
to the usage of time. Flow has two basic characteristics: the division of syllables and the 
velocity at which they are spoken.

Freestyle – To create rhymes on the spot – spontaneously and contemporaneously – as 
opposed to memorising and reciting previously written works.

Jam – a musical collaboration; also can be used as a metaphor for “song”

Kenning – A multi-noun substitution for a single noun, e.g. “din of spears” for battle. Best 
known from Old Germanic verse
Metaphor – a trope or figurative expression in which a word or phrase is shifted from its 
normal usage to a context in which it evokes new meanings.

Metonymy - (Greek “change of name,”...). A figure in which one word is substituted for 
another on the basis of some material, causal, or conceptual relation.

Mic – short for microphone

Open Mic – An event in which rappers are invited on stage to deliver freestyle or pre-writ-
ten verses

Parallelism – The repetition of identical or similar syntactic patterns in adjacent phrases, 
clauses, or sentences; the matching patterns and usually doubled, but more extensive 
iteration is not rare.

Parataxis – Refers to a relative paucity of linking terms between juxtaposed clauses or sen-
tences, often giving the effect of piling up, swiftness, and sometimes compression.
Punchlines – the final line of a joke, the pay-off.
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Rap – defined as the spoken element of hip-hop and at its most elementary level rap is 
speaking to the beat of music.

Sampling – in sampling, a music producer take an except of one sound recording and 
uses is as en element in the creation of a new recording.

Signifyin’ – Afrodiasporic verbal art still prevalent in African-American culture involving a 
verbal strategy of indirection that plays on the difference bwteen denotative and figura-
tive meanings of words. 

Slant Rhyme - Slant rhyme became increasingly common in the early eighties (Cf. Brad- 
ley, Rhyme Chapter) – it is impossible to evaluate the possibility that FS as an artist-to-artist 
practise facilitated the proliferation of slant rhymes and forced rhymes: the freestyler, 
however, must frequently rhyme their way out of couplets and typically forcing a rhyme is 
preferable to faltering the flow of words.
Sound System – An electronic set up for playing music primarily consisting of a media 
player (cassette or CD player), two speakers and possibly a sub-woofer.

Synecdoche – a rhetorical figure in which part is substituted for whole (hired “hands” for 
hired men), species for genus (live by the “sword” for weapons) or vice versa; or individual 
for group.
Toasting – Originating from Caribbean music, toasting is talking or chanting, usually in a 
monotone voice, over a rhythm or beat provided by a disc jockey.

Underground – a term to describe rap music that is not associated with a major record 
company, or that reflect the more diverse and often socially aware rap music and hip-
hop culture developing around the US but not usually promoted by commercial entertain-
ment outlets, including radio and music video programs.

Verse – in hip-hop vernacular, the rhymes recited by a rapper.

Zulu Nation – Founded by Afrika Bambaataa in 1973 in the Bronx, the Zulu Nation is the 
organization that fostered the development of the elements of hip-hop and currently acts 
to preserve its integrity.
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